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Abstract
A technological revolution has resulted in ubiquitous computing throughout 21st century
societies. The widespread adoption of mobile computing devices such as tablets and
smartphones has recently paved the way for unprecedented developments in the field of
wearable technology. While these modern technologies have permeated professional
sporting industries, as evidenced by goal line technology utilising smartwatches with the
aim of improving the decision-making of professional association football referees,
there remains a distinct lack of cost-effective wearable game management solutions
available to football referees operating at the grassroots level.
The following dissertation chronicles the process of developing the smartwatch application
RefWatch: Soccer Edition, which provides a smart game management solution for football
referees by facilitating accurate timekeeping, recording game events such as goals
scored, disciplinary cards issued, and player substitutions, and generating accurate postmatch reports. The applicationʼs design and functions were thoroughly researched and
planned, partially through dialogue with a focus group comprising the applicationʼs target
demographic - namely football referees officiating at the grassroots level - in order to
produce the most intuitive and efficient system possible. The systemʼs expedient adoption
was facilitated, furthermore, by limiting the requisite learning timeframe for its users, while
care was taken to avoid any possibility of interference with a userʼs performance of their
officiating responsibilities.
The dissertation presents an examination of a grassroots association football refereeʼs role
and an investigation of the current market for referee products to provide the reader with a
clear understanding of the projectʼs problem area and, moreover, the solution provided by
the RefWatch: Soccer Edition smartwatch application. The authorʼs comprehensive
analysis in conjunction with detailed discourse with stakeholders has revealed the marketʼs
salients needs and, furthermore, facilitated the creation of a design concept incorporating
the key functional requirements which were subsequently implemented in the applicationʼs
prototype. The analysis, design, implementation and testing processes are detailed herein,
alongside recommendations for future developments of the application.

Keywords: Smartwatch, Wearable Technology, Mobile Application, Android, Football,
Soccer, Referee.
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1: Introduction
1.1: Football and Technology
The sport of association football, or ʻsoccerʼ as it is sometimes known internationally,
enjoys global levels of support and participation which are unsurpassed in the sporting
arena. In its most recent Big Count study FIFA, footballʼs global governing body, revealed
a marked increase in active player involvement in the sport from 242 million to 265 million
between the years 2000 and 2006 (FIFA.com, 2007). The continual rise of the gameʼs
global appeal in recent times was further highlighted by the 2015 FIFA Womenʼs World
Cup Final, which set new record-high television audiences for football in the United States
and Japan (FIFA.com, 2015).
The growth in footballʼs global fan base has been underpinned by a technological
revolution in telecommunications and information availability. This has precipitated hitherto
imperceptible levels of access to the game for the sportʼs fans, with everything from live
television broadcasts of matches from across the globe to up-to-the-minute news reports
on the inner machinations of their favourite professional football clubs, managerial
sackings or the latest debate surrounding erroneous refereeing decisions driving the
sportʼs spiraling popularity. Furthermore, as the professional game has gradually been
transformed into a modern industry in its own right, technological innovations such as the
development of modern stadia offering free wi-fi connections to spectators, for example,
highlights technologyʼs continuing influence on the sportʼs evolution on and off the field of
play.
Footballʼs law-makers have been somewhat reluctant, however, to emulate the levels of
technological adoption witnessed in other popular sports such as rugby union; in 2001 the
use of a television match official (TMO) was introduced during televised top-level club and
international games to aid the refereeʼs decision-making through video reviews of in-game
incidents (FindRugbyNow.com, 2012). The slow pace of technological adoption in football
can largely be attributed to widely-held concerns that technology, such as video officiating,
has the potential to interfere with the traditional flow and entertain levels of the game.
Nevertheless, technological innovations affecting how the game is officiated on the field
have gradually been implemented at footballʼs highest professional levels. The 2014 FIFA
World Cup, for instance, provided the venue for footballʼs first use of goal line technology
2

by incorporating a system which sends an alert to the referee via a custom-built
smartwatch, notifying them that a goal has been scored when the ball has crossed the
goal line as determined by a camera-based system (Saunders, 2014).
Technologyʼs place in football has become increasingly important in assisting the sportʼs
officials. While developments such as goal line technology may be beneficial to referees
operating at footballʼs highest levels, however, referees officiating at the grassroots level
are often faced with very different problems to those encountered by their professional
counterparts and a lack of effective technological solutions.

1.2: Problem Statement
Despite unprecedented innovations in the field of wearable technology and increasing
technological implementation throughout various aspects of the professional football
industry, there is an absence of cost-effective wearable game management solutions
available to football referees operating at the grassroots level.

1.3: Aim
The aim of this project is to develop a smartwatch application as a solution to the problems
experienced by grassroots football referees, which are discussed in detail in the
subsequent chapter. The application will facilitate the key responsibilities of referees such
as effective timekeeping, recording of match events such as goals scored, disciplinary
cards issued and player substitutions, and efficient post-match administration. The app will
be designed, moreover, with minimal disruption to the refereeʼs workflow in mind, while
presenting an effective and efficient problem-solving solution.

1.4: Project Objectives
A number of objectives were defined which, when fulfilled, would contribute to the
achievement of the projectʼs overarching aim.
• Investigate the role of a football referee and advancements in wearable technology, and
establish an understanding of how a smartwatch application can be incorporated
seamlessly into the refereeʼs workflow while accurately fulfilling their responsibilities.
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• Identify existing products and software applications available to football referees, analyze
their strengths and weaknesses and identify features which could be enhanced and
incorporated in a smartwatch application.
• Create a questionnaire and distribute it to a focus group of football referees operating at
the grassroots level of the sport. Feedback received from the questionnaire, in
conjunction with the analysis of existing products available to referees, will facilitate the
crystallization of functional and non-functional requirements of the applicationʼs key
stakeholders.
• Identify an operating system which will serve as the platform upon which to design,
develop and implement the smartwatch applicationʼs required software components.
• Develop an attractive user interface and an intuitive architecture for the application,
which facilitates all of the identified system requirements in an efficient and robust
manner.
• Present a working application prototype to a focus group for testing and evaluation
purposes.
• Evaluate the software prior to release to ensure that the overarching project aim has
been achieved and, furthermore, to provide recommendations for future developments to
further enhance the product.

1.5: Dissertation Outline
The following outline provides a brief overview of each of the dissertationʼs chapters:
• Chapter 2: Background Review: Presented in chapter 2 are descriptions of the role
and responsibilities of, and the equipment typically utilised by, grassroots football
referees. The projectʼs key stakeholders are identified alongside a brief history of
wearable technology and examples of key products released to the market throughout
the development curve of the smartwatch. The concept of integrating a smartwatch
application with a refereeʼs workflow is illustrated in rich picture diagram format, while
existing products available to referees such as dedicated ʻreferee watchesʼ and mobile
applications are described and analyzed.
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• Chapter 3: Requirements Analysis: The functional and non-functional requirements of
the software applicationʼs end-users, which were identified through discourse with the
projectʼs key stakeholders, background research, and problem analysis, are presented in
chapter 3. The proposed applicationʼs key functionality is detailed, furthermore, and user
requirements presented in the format of ʻuser storiesʼ.
• Chapter 4: Professional Issues: The fourth chapter discusses a number of professional
issues associated with the project. A business case for the proposed application is
presented, alongside a number of health and safety and technical risks and the
preventive measures which were employed to ensure the projectʼs successful
completion. Finally, the projectʼs categorization by Ulster Universityʼs Ethics Committee
is detailed and discussed.
• Chapter 5 - Design: The design of the applicationʼs system architecture, database and
Graphical User Interface are outlined alongside a discussion of key design
considerations such as the unique challenges presented by the smartwatch form factor.
The merits of the software development methodology adopted for the duration of the
project is discussed, while an architectural overview of the applicationʼs chosen platform
is presented.
• Chapter 6 - Implementation: A review of the implementation process, chapter 6
provides an insight to the challenges associated with the identification of software
components and their successful deployment. The key tasks involved during each cycle
of the iterative implementation process is detailed, with an emphasis placed upon the
creation of the solution applicationʼs core functionality.
• Chapter 7 - Testing & Evaluation: Software testing, a vital element of software
development, is discussed in conjunction with the in-house and focus group testing
methodologies employed in advance of the solution applicationʼs deployment. The
testing results and technical specifications of the testing device are included in
associated Appendices.
• Chapter 8 - Conclusion and Recommendations: The final chapter provides an
overview of the entire project, discussing the requirements which have been successfully
implemented and presenting suggestions for their future enhancement and, furthermore,
the development of those which have been left unfulfilled.
5

2: Background Review
2.1: Role and Responsibilities of the Referee
At its core the main role of the football referee, regardless of the level at which they
officiate, is to administer the ʻLaws of the Gameʼ. The responsibilities of a football matchʼs
lead official extend far beyond this, however, as the referee is placed in charge of the
entire event including a number of duties to be fulfilled before, during and after the game.
2.1.1: Pre-game Responsibilities
The referee will normally arrive at least fifteen minutes before a football matchʼs scheduled
kick-off time in order to perform a number of appointed duties. They must inspect the
playing surface, for example, and confirm that the pitch is free of any hazardous materials
such as broken glass or rocks to meet the required standards and ensure player safety.
Furthermore, the referee must confirm that the players are appropriately attired and have
been divested of any jewelry or similarly dangerous articles; the referee has the authority
to delay the gameʼs kick-off until all players conform with these rules. The number of
players per team must be approved and any necessary discussion with players and
coaches completed before a coin toss determines which team will begin the first period of
play in possession of the ball. In the event of hazardous weather conditions such as
lightning storms, frozen or waterlogged pitches or extreme heat the referee may choose to
abandon the game before kick-off or during game play. (Football-Bible.com, 2015).
2.1.2: Intra-game Responsibilities
The refereeʼs main concern during game play is administering FIFAʼs ʻLaws of the Gameʼ.
There are seventeen laws in total concerning everything from the dimensions of the field of
play to penalising player indiscipline during a match. The referee upholds the rules and
punishes any infringements by sanctioning yellow or red cards to the offending players.
Any disciplinary action is recorded by the referee and subsequently forms the basis of
investigations into any misconduct. As the gameʼs timekeeper the referee also ensures
that the game lasts for the pre-determined duration, while any events which result in a
stoppage in play, such as player substitutions or injuries, are recorded by the referee and
additional time - known as injury- or stoppage-time - is added to the corresponding halfʼs
duration. When a player is injured, moreover, the referee suspends play and ensures that
the player receives adequate medical treatment before play is resumed. The referee must
6

ensure that, while the rules are fairly enforced, the competitiveness and flow of the match
are unaffected and that, where possible, it is completed with minimal interruptions.
Furthermore, the validity of goals scored during the game and the final outcome are
arbitrated by the referee, with the aid of their assistants (where available) when
adjudicating controversial incidents (Football-Bible.com, 2015).
2.1.3: Post-game Responsibilities
Following a gameʼs conclusion the referee will meet with their assistants to verify the
gameʼs scoreline, confirm which players received yellow or red cards, and determine any
additional information to be included in the refereeʼs post-match report. Often this report is
used not only to confirm the result of the match, but also as the basis for paying the
officials so the accuracy of the record is important. The submission process for game
reports varies, with some managing associations requiring a paper copy to be mailed while
others have dedicated online reporting systems. The referee may be required to follow-up
on intra-game incidents such as player injuries. In youth football leagues in particular,
where determining the extent of a playerʼs injury may initially prove difficult, the refereeʼs
duty of care dictates that they ensure the managing association follows the correct
protocol by tracking the playerʼs condition (Williams, 2016).

2.2: Problems at the Grassroots Level
While footballʼs top officials may have to perform under the scrutiny of stadiums packed
with spectators and in the glare of media cameras, grassroots referees face wide-ranging
pressures. Whereas professional referees administer the gameʼs rules in largely uniform
scenarios, modifications to the application of the ʻLaws of the Gameʼ, such as the duration
of the periods of play or the number of permitted substitutions per team, for example, are
authorised by FIFA when referees are officiating in the under-16 and over-35 age groups.
This means that the matches officiated by grassroots referees can vary greatly in nature
(FIFA.com, 2015). Some of the variables encountered by referees operating at footballʼs
lower levels include:
• Age group of the participants, ranging from small children to older adults.
• The number of participants, ranging from 5-a-side to 11 players per team.
• Level of competition, ranging from recreational to competitive.
• Playing surface and venue, ranging from grass to artificial turf to indoor gyms.
• Duration of the game, corresponding to age group and level of competition.
7

Unlike their professional counterparts, moreover, grassroots referees typically perform
their role in addition to fulfilling the obligations of their full-time occupation. Consequently
many referees officiating at the grassroots level are faced with time constraints which are
only exacerbated, for instance, by the often inefficient process of completing their postmatch administrative duties.

2.3: Referee Equipment
At the top levels of football such as the English Premier League, for example, the officials
are highly experienced and perform their duties in a professional capacity. In accordance
with the high-profile status of the games they officiate and expectation of correspondingly
high performance levels, professional referees typically carry equipment which is well
designed and subjected to rigorous testing before use. Such equipment is typically
inaccessible to their grassroots counterparts, however, due to prohibitive price tags or the
lack of public distribution.
The equipment carried by English Premier League referees includes:
• Radio receiver and headset: facilitates communication between the referee and their
assistants.
• Flags receiver: a system which automatically notifies the referee to an assistantʼs offside
call through vibration or audible alerts.
• Primary timekeeping watch: facilitates the refereeʼs role as principal timekeeper.
• Whistle and accompanying lanyard: used by the referee to signal the stoppage and
resumption of gameplay.
• Goal decision watch: sends a signal to the referee when the ball has crossed the goal
line.
• Pen or pencil and disciplinary cards: issued to players by the referee when they infringe
upon the gameʼs rules, with the names of offenders and nature of the infringement noted
and reported by the referee after the game (In The Opinion Of The Referee, 2014).
In contrast, the equipment utilised by officials at the grassroots level varies from referee to
referee although the principal responsibilities of timekeeping and scorekeeping necessitate
that all officials use equipment such as a watch and a medium to record the matchʼs
scoreline, such as a score card and pen or pencil. Although their access to state-of-the-art
referee technology is somewhat restricted, however, grassroots referees have shown a
8

desire to adopt accessible technologies such as GPS-enabled fitness trackers (See
Appendix Two).

2.4: Project Stakeholders
Any person, group, or organization that is actively involved in a software development
project, is affected by the software systemʼs outcome, or can influence its outcome, can be
referred to as a ʻproject stakeholderʼ. In this instance the projectʼs main stakeholders were
identified as:
• amateur referees
• FIFA world governing body
• local football associations
• football clubs
• football players
• football fans and spectators
• football officials
• referee mobile app developers
• referee watch manufacturers
The stakeholders, their concerns, and developer considerations are presented in a rich
picture diagram (See Appendix One).

2.5: ʻWearablesʼ and the “Technology Revolution”
In recent decades human society has experienced what Antón, Silberglitt and Schneider
have labelled a multidisciplinary “technology revolution”. Increasing human connectivity
with information technology in the 21st century has, for instance, accelerated an ongoing
process of globalisation, enabled widespread dissemination of knowledge and created
opportunities for economic prosperity and improved quality of life (Antón, Silberglitt and
Schneider, 2001). The establishment of a networked world has fundamentally changed the
way that humans connect with one another and their surrounding environments; the
number of devices connected to the internet has risen from 500 million to approximately 14
billion in the past decade (Cisco, 2011; Cisco, 2014). Computing devices have become
more affordable and accessible and, consequently, users have derived greater value from
them while developing higher expectations of what these products should offer them in an
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increasingly cloud-based ecosystem. The aforementioned confluence of factors has
precipitated a mass consumer market for mobile and, subsequently, wearable devices.
As technology devices such as the smartphone have been adopted in ever greater
numbers they become more integral to the daily life of their users. The use of personal
computing devices such as smartphones, tablets and laptops can become inconvenient or
intrusive, however, as they distract the user from their real-life activities in their immediate
environment once they have become immersed in the virtual user experience. In the
context of a football refereeʼs role and responsibilities such distractions would be
detrimental to performance levels. Whereas more complex computational tasks or
interactions with electronic devices, such as word processing or watching movies, may
require a larger device such as a laptop, tablet or smartphone, in environments where the
userʼs tasks require that user interaction time must be kept to a minimum using a wearable
device can be advantageous.

2.6: The Smartwatch: Emergence & Landmarks
Examples of sophisticated wearable technology with processors and small amounts of onboard data storage, such as the Pulsar NL C01 digital watch, were first released to the
consumer marketplace in the early 1980s. Sectors such as medicine, the military, space
exploration, and academia, furthermore, have found numerous applications for wearable
computers. Yet the smartwatch as a mass-produced consumer product with powerful onboard processing and storage capabilities is a more recent development. The Samsung
S9110 Watch Phone, released in 2009, introduced many of the features made popular by
smartphones to a wearable device, including Bluetooth LE, a touch screen, improved
battery life, and the ability to connect to other internet-connected devices. Further
developments in the wearables field included the first use of a modified version of
Googleʼs Android operating system in a wrist watch-sized device and the introduction in
2012 of small, wearable products which combined fitness analytics and music playback.
The development of fitness wearables has proven to be a lucrative sector of the wearable
technology market as sporting companies such as Nike compete with tech giants such as
Microsoft to produce GPS trackers and exercise monitors; global sales in 2015 were
reported at 25 million units, an increase of 11.5 million units over 2014ʼs sales figures. In
comparison, global smartwatch sales stood at 4 million in 2014 while 26 million sales were
10

forecast for 2015 (Statista, 2016). Many of the largest technology manufacturers have
developed and released their own variations of the smartwatch concept since 2013 as
they compete to exploit the largely untapped market potential, a development predicted by
Acerʼs S.T. Liew who envisaged an intensified focus on the wearable market in a 2013
interview, “I think that every consumer company should be looking at wearable. Wearable
isnʼt new... it just hasnʼt exploded in the way that it should. But the opportunityʼs for billions
of dollarsʼ worth of industry” (Hall, 2013).
The list of high-profile companies engaged in smartwatch development includes Acer,
Apple, BlackBerry, Google, LG, Microsoft, Samsung, Sony and Toshiba, resulting in
several important smartwatch iterations hitting the market since 2013 (Mims, 2013). The
Galaxy Gear, for instance, was the first of six smartwatch products released by Samsung
between 2013 and the final quarter of 2015, while the crowd-funded Pebble Smartwatch
created by Pebble Technology Corporation became the first Android- and iOS-compatible
smartwatch. Originally running Googleʼs Android Wear operating system (OS) on their
wearables, Samsung has recently released smartwatch models which run their own Tizen
OS with the capability to process cellular data such as phone calls independently from a
smartphone through the use of an onboard Sim card slot. Google, meanwhile, has focused
on collaboration with other manufacturers who agreed to adopt the formerʼs smartwatch
OS on their devices. This has resulted in the release of flagship Android Wear products
such as the Motorola Moto 360, Asus ZenWatch, LG G Watch and Sony SmartWatch 3.
The most recent smartwatch models possess similar technical specifications, with the
current standards being 512MB RAM with 4GB of internal storage, dual- or quad-core
processors, LED touch screens and Bluetooth LE, Wi-Fi and 3G connectivity. The Sony
SmartWatch 3 was the first smartwatch to provide a built-in GPS tracking unit popularising
its use as a sports watch and fitness tracking device without the requirement for a paired
smartphone; this feature has since been matched by the Samsung Gear S, released in
November 2015. The recent forays of traditional watch makers such as Tag Heuer into
smartwatch development highlights a gradual diversification of the smartwatch market into
two broad categories: fashion and fitness. While fashion-oriented smartwatch models are
being developed with a round display intended to resemble traditional timepieces, and
have adopted customisable features such as interchangeable straps and longer battery life
as the core focus of their design, other models are marketed as fitness devices which
utilise larger rectangular screens, numerous sensors and GPS. The arrival of Appleʼs
11

Apple Watch in early-2015 attracted mass public attention to the wearable technology
market, moreover, which seems certain to continually evolve and expand alongside the
form and functionality of the devices themselves (Marshall, 2015).

2.7: Referee Workflow & Smartwatch Integration
A smart watch can support user input through simple touch menus, voice commands and
gesture control which, as Mishra asserts, should reduce the “distractive and constraining
effect on the user” (Mishra, 2015). As a lightweight and minimally intrusive device,
therefore, a smartwatch has the potential to host an application with the tools required by a
football referee while allowing the user to maintain their focus on their immediate physical
environment and activity.

Figure 1: Rich picture depicting the role of a minimally invasive smartwatch application solution in the
refereeʼs traditional workflow.

The functionality provided by the modern smartwatch has the potential to facilitate not only
a dependable timekeeping alternative for football referees, but a comprehensive game
management system capable of tracking intra-game events and processing match reports
to improve the accuracy of information and reduce the refereeʼs administrative workload.
Furthermore, the smartwatch has the potential to integrate seamlessly with the refereeʼs
traditional workflow while eliminating errors, as illustrated by the rich picture diagram in
Figure 1.
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2.8: Comparative Analysis of Existing Products
2.8.1: Referee Watches
SPINTSO PDA
Device Features
The PDA (Personal Data Assistant) from Swedish company Spintso (Sport Intelligent
Solutions) provides multi-functional timekeeping, local sound recording for up to 30
seconds, and simplified administration through exportable match reports while Bluetooth
can facilitate communication between multiple Spintso units. The deviceʼs features can be
navigated using a keypad positioned above the screen whose large size accommodates
timers and a scoreboard indicating the number of goals scored by each team. The
stopwatch timer changes colour when the pre-selected half duration has expired. A
vibration alert reminds the referee when the timer has been paused due to stoppages in
gameplay.
Device Drawbacks
The deviceʼs price of over £200 is prohibitive. Itʼs size and shape can make the device
cumbersome to accommodate and requires the use of an accompanying wrist strap to
attach it to the inner forearm. The ability to discretely glance at the screen is curtailed as a
result.
SPINTSO Referee Watch Pro
Watch Features
Whereas the Spintso PDA attempts to provide an all-encompassing game management
solution, the Referee Watch Pro focuses on the refereeʼs timekeeping duties. With the
option to select the number of periods in the match (0-9), number of minutes per period
(1-99) and the number of minutes per break between periods (0-99), the watch is easily
customizable to the refereeʼs specifications. The watch has four timers which run
simultaneously during a game: one counting up (always rolling), one counting down (stops
when the ref stops the watch), one to count additional time (starts when the ref stops the
watch) and one to measure time during the interval between periods. A vibration alarm
provides an alert every ten seconds when the referee forgets to restart the main timer
following a stoppage in play, or when regulation match time or the interval break is coming
to an end.
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Watch Drawbacks
The watch is relatively costly with a RRP of $150, and according to online reviews the
build quality undermines the well-designed timer features. Once the timing of the final
period has elapsed, furthermore, all of the timers on the watch stop which will not facilitate
the additional time which is often required at the end of a game after the pre-calculated
stoppage time has been fulfilled.

Casio RFT100
Watch Features
The Casio RFT100 offers six modes of operation: time, stopwatch, timer, alternative time
zone, world time, and alarm. A pre-set countdown timer is available in 45, 40, 35, 25, 20,
12, and 10 minute increments allowing the referee to select the desired duration of each
half of the match. A vibration alarm, which lasts for ten successive 1-second vibrations,
can be used to signal the end of each half.
Watch Drawbacks
Although the timer can be stopped and restarted to account for stoppages in play, the
watch does not offer the capability to calculate the stoppage time to be added at the end of
the half and a backup watch would be required to fulfill this role.

Figure 2: Referee Watches (left to right): Spintso PDA, Spintso Referee Watch Pro and Casio RFT100.
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2.8.2: Referee Mobile Applications
Ref Wallet

App Features
Available for Appleʼs iOS platform, Ref Wallet offers a free option and an option with
additional functionality for the price of $4.99. The app provides scorecard and scheduling
features which enable the referee to record goals scored, yellow and red cards issued,
and add their past and upcoming games to the schedule. Additional features include a
dual-capability timer to track both regulation and injury time, and the option to export
match reports in PDF format in the paid version.
Design Drawbacks
The app has many worthwhile features related to a refereeʼs administrative responsibilities
such as game scheduling, payments, and the ability to export detailed match reports. The
user interface does not feel intuitive for game management purposes, however, with too
many small buttons cluttering the screen which can be pressed erroneously in the fastpaced environment of a football game. The app is exclusively available for Appleʼs iPhone
mobile phone devices, which has undermined its adoption as a popular solution for
referees.
Soccer Referee - Shingo 2.5

App Features
Exclusively available for Android mobile phones, this app enables referees or coaches with
the ability to edit team names, team colours, player names and additional information such
as birth dates and player positions. During a game, the app can record game events such
as goals scored, penalty kicks, substitutions, offsides, fouls, and yellow and red cards
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issued. A stopwatch and game log, which can be exported as a match report via email, are
also included.
Design Drawbacks
The app is marketed to appeal to coaches and spectators in addition to match officials.
Consequently it overlooks many elements of the refereeʼs role, such as an inability to stop
and look at a screen for a prolonged period of time during gameplay. With so many
features included navigation can be cumbersome and time consuming. The app is
exclusively available for download on Android mobile phones, which would prove
impractical for referees and limits the appʼs market potential. Many users have reported
various bugs in their app reviews on the Google Play Store.
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3: Requirements Analysis
3.1: Introduction
The applicationʼs requirements have been identified and defined through discourse with
key stakeholders through the medium of a study group questionnaire and further informed
through research and problem analysis. By identifying the functional and non-functional
requirements of the system in this manner, the needs of the user will be reflected in its final
design and implementation (Sommerville, 2011).

3.2: Focus Group Analysis
Based on the findings of the comparative analysis of existing solutions currently available
in the marketplace (see Chapter 2.8), an online research questionnaire containing a total
of 12 questions was created and distributed to the projectʼs key stakeholders - football
referees officiating at the grassroots levels of the sport (See Appendix Two). The
questionnaire focus group comprised participants who had been sourced in two popular
online discussion boards used exclusively by football referees. The studyʼs participants
volunteered personal data related to their football officiating activities and presented their
views and preferences on a number of topics relevant to understanding the projectʼs
problem and formulating a solution including:
• The duration and level of the participantsʼ refereeing experience.
• The equipment currently utilised by the participants in their role as a referee.
• The number of participants currently in ownership of a smartwatch.
• The willingness of participants to adopt a smartwatch application for refereeing, and the
features they would like to see implemented in such an application.
• The operating system and smartwatch screen format favoured by participants.
The experience level of the focus groupʼs participants ranged from less than 1 year to 20
years, although at least half of the referees had 6 or more years of experience. A majority
of the referees had officiated at the lowest grassroots level, overseeing youth and adult
recreational games, while a sizable sample of participants had refereed games at more
competitive levels such as university or adult amateur competitions; 1 respondent had
officiated professionally. The questionnaire respondents therefore comprised the
demographic targeted by the solution application, and the data received in this study was
vital in informing the softwareʼs requirements, design and implementation. The list of
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functional requirements presented to the focus group, while not exhaustive, comprised the
most applicable features found in existing solutions in addition to others determined
through research. Furthermore, the respondents identified additional functional and nonfunctional requirements which are discussed further in this paper (See System
Requirements).
An analysis of the focus groupʼs key findings, including visual representations of the
collected data, is presented in Appendix Two. Further engagement with the focus group,
which took the form of group testing of a software prototype, was helpful in identifying and
minimizing design, functionality and stability issues ahead of the applicationʼs deployment.
The projectʼs testing and evaluation processes are documented in Chapter 7.

3.3: System Requirements
3.3.1: Functional Requirements
1. Timekeeping: The application will require a dual timer, with the ability to track elapsed
time in each period of gameplay in a football match and calculate and add the
additional time accrued due to stoppages in play.
2. Scorekeeping: The application will require a built-in scoreboard which will allow a
referee to add goals for either team when scored.
3. Disciplinary card allocation: The application will require a system of allocation for
disciplinary cards to be assigned to players on either team when they infringe upon the
ʻLaws of the Gameʼ, and the manner of their indiscretion.
4. Player substitution processing: The application will require a method of selecting a
player as they leave the field of play and their replacement as they enter the field of
play.
5. Recording of player injuries: The application will require the functionality to record
when a player has been injured during the game.
6. Time stamp registered game events: The application will require a method of
recording and saving the time of any of the aforementioned events as they occur and
are processed by the referee during the game.
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7. Export game reports: The application will require a method of saving the data
processed during a game, retrieving this data and exporting it in a format which can be
used by the referee as the basis of their post-match report.
8. Referee activity tracking: The application will require the use of a smartwatchʼs
hardware such as sensors and GPS to track data associated with the refereeʼs
activities such as heart rate and distance covered during a game.
9. Audio recording: The application will require an audio recording feature to allow the
referee to store audio notes on the gameʼs events, such as acts of player indiscipline or
the use of inappropriate language.
10. ʻLaws of the Gameʼ reference guide: The application will require an accessible guide
to the ʻLaws of the Gameʼ which the referee can reference in an efficient and intuitive
manner.
3.3.2: Non-functional Requirements
11. Reliability: The application must be available to the user at all times. The rate of failure
must effectively be zero before deployment due to the nature of its intended use.
Constraints such as limited smartwatch battery life must be taken into consideration.
12. Robustness: In the event of system failure the time to restart must be minimal. The
probability of data corruption must be minimized before deployment.
13. Speed: User/event response time, i.e. the time taken by the system to process the
usersʼ transactions, must be minimal in addition to a providing the user with a quick
screen refresh time.
14. Ease of use: Training time for the applicationʼs users should be kept to a minimum. An
easy to understand user guide will be required to instruct users. Tolerance of input
errors on the part of the user should be considered, with the intended end goal
achievable through minimal correction by the user.
15. Portability: The application will be developed for compatibility with a number of target
systems to increase accessibility to a greater number of users.
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3.3.3: User Stories
User Requirement
As a user I want an intuitive
user interface requiring
minimal interaction.
As a user I want to navigate
through the system using
simple commands.
As a user I want a stable
system.

Criteria
• Situational testing utilised as new features are

developed and implemented to ensure system
facilitates quick interactions which do not distract from
the refereeʼs real-world environment.
• Include simple touch screens or need for gestures to
control user navigation.
• Consistent navigation to ensure user familiarity with
system.
• Rigorous testing to ensure that the application can

withstand use during a game without fear of system
failure or data loss.

As a user I want a standalone solution.

• Use of built-in smartwatch features such as GPS can

As an older user I want a
screen which is easily
readable.

• Testing of UI colour scheme and font type and size in

negate requirement for accompanying mobile device.
various weather and lighting conditions to determine
optimal readability.
• Use of buttons to remove a goal, for example, after it

As a user I want the option to
modify any data that I have
entered.

has been added or, alternatively, a toast to prompt user
if they are sure they want to proceed with the data they
have entered in order to reduce amount of incorrectly
inputted data.

As a user I want to be notified
• Inclusion of audible or vibrating alerts, customisable to
when the time in each half of
the usersʼ specifications.
the match has elapsed.

As a user I want to retrieve
my data after a game.

• Exportable game reports in PDF format, for instance,
to facilitate retrieval and analysis of data after the
conclusion of a game.
• The storage of game data in a database.

As a user I want to know the • Use of Android Wearʼs ʻalways-onʼ feature to facilitate
elapsed time of the match at
access to game timer without need for screen touch or
a glance.
gesture.
Table 1: Table outlining user requirements for the application.

In addition to the aforementioned functional and non-functional system requirements
defined in collaboration with the projectʼs stakeholders, further suggestions for feature
implementation received from the focus group included the ability to connect a smartwatch
running the application with other smartwatches. Such a development could effectively
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eradicate the need for the use of beeper flags by assistant referees as, in theory, when the
referee and their assistant referees are using the application in conjunction it could enable
each team member to send an alert to another through a simple tap of their watchʼs
screen. While such suggestions provide great insight to the needs of referees and their
assistants, the scope of this project is relatively limited in its focus upon the most salient
needs of the grassroots referee and more advanced features are unlikely to be achievable
at this juncture. Further feature implementation and refinement will be consigned to future
iterations of the application.

3.4: Summary
The preceding chapter has presented the requirements of the software projectʼs end
users, as determined by the key findings gleaned from market research in conjunction with
analysis of the results of a focus group questionnaire. The system requirements informed
both the design and implementation processes, which are documented in the subsequent
chapters.
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4: Professional Issues
The following presents an analysis of the professional issues associated with the project.

4.1: Business Case
RefWatch: Soccer Edition is a smartwatch application proposed for use on a smartwatch
device running Googleʼs Android Wear operating system. The application aims to provide
football referees with an alternative to using pen and paper to record football match events
while in turn offering a cost-effective alternative to dedicated referee watches.
While existing referee watches such as the Spintso Referee Watch Pro primarily facilitate
a refereeʼs timekeeping responsibilities, RefWatch: Soccer Edition will reduce the cost to
the consumer through the inclusion of a number of additional features within the
application:
• Dual timer
• Score keeping
• Yellow/Red Card allocation
• GPS tracking
• ʻLaws of the Gameʼ
• Exportable match reports
The added functionality afforded to referees will, consequently, eradicate the need to carry
additional resources such as reference guides to ʻLaws of the Gameʼ, dedicated fitness
tracking devices, and additional watches for timekeeping purpose, thereby reducing the
costs associated with refereeing while exportable match reports will reduce the time
requirement placed upon referees when writing and submitting their reports to the relevant
footballing authorities.
Due to the distinct lack of smartwatch applications currently available to referees,
RefWatch: Soccer Edition has undeniable market potential. The referee focus group
provided an overwhelming indication that referees are ready to adopt a well-designed
smartwatch referee app should it become available (see Appendix Two). While Spintsoʼs
PDA, for instance, is a dedicated multi-functional device (see 2.3: Comparative Analysis of
Existing Products) itʼs price is prohibitive when compared to a smartwatch such as the
Sony SmartWatch3. While Spintsoʼs products are used exclusively for refereeing,
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furthermore, a smartwatch can be utilised in a multitude of contexts by the user and
therefore offers greater value for money. While RefWatch: Soccer Edition may be a niche
product, furthermore, the number of FIFA-registered referees was listed at 840,000 in the
world governing bodyʼs 2006 edition of its Big Count report; this marked an increase of 7%
on the 2000 report. This number does not take into account a larger demographic of
unregistered referees operating at the grassroots level, and will only have grown in the
interim in accordance with footballʼs growing global appeal (FIFA.com, 2007). There is
therefore a significant number of potential users for the RefWatch: Soccer Edition app. By
choosing the Android Wear platform for the applicationʼs development, moreover, it will be
accessible to a greater share of these potential users since devices running Googleʼs
smartwatch OS are not locked to a single app store (Developer.xamarin.com, 2016).

Figure 3. Chart showing the distribution of free and paid Android apps on the Google Play app store from
2009 to 2015.

The trend in mobile application pricing in recent years has seen a move towards a
ʻfreemiumʼ model, which offers the user a free-to-download product with additional costs
incurred to access premium in-app content. Research suggests, furthermore, that iOS
users are slightly more inclined to pay for applications than their Android counterparts
(Sourcebits, 2013). As Figure 3 illustrates, from 2009 to 2015 the proportion of free to
download applications hosted on the Google Play Store increased from 60.8% to 68.8%
(Statista, 2015). Similarly, over 90% of the Apple App Storeʼs contents fell within the $0$4.99 price range in 2013. Although free applications are increasingly popular and have
proven to be a sound monetization strategy for developers, however, users are more likely
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to purchase an app if it offers a niche functionality which targets a specific demographic of
the market (Sourcebits, 2013).
When considering a suitable price tag for RefWatch: Soccer Edition, the cost of existing
mobile applications was taken account:
• Soccer Referee Shingo 2.5 is a free app which produces revenue for its developer by
incorporating in-app advertising. The app currently has almost 100,000 downloads in the
Google Play Store (Spinkeysoft.com, 2016).
• The basic version of the Referee Wallet iOS app is a free-to-download iteration
containing the core functionality of timekeeping and recording match events, while a paid
version priced at $4.99 includes the additional functionality of exportable match reports in
PDF format (Epstein, 2013).
With a price tag of $4.99/£3.50, RefWatch: Soccer Edition should prove to be equally
accessible to the consumer and lucrative for the developer. The applicationʼs development
costs are currently projected to be minimal.

4.2: Project Risks
The following risk management assessment presents an analysis of the identified health
and safety, technical and project management risks associated with this project alongside
the appropriate countermeasures to be used in order to minimize risk and, moreover,
ensure the projectʼs optimal outcome.
4.2.1: Health and Safety Risks
It has been determined that there are no identifiable health and safety risks to the
developer or end user associated with this project.
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4.2.2: Project Management Risks

Risk factor

Project overrun

Insufficient
research
Unforeseen
circumstance or
developer
oversight

Probability*

2

Threat*

3

1

2

2

3

Risk
(Probability ×
Threat)

6

2

6

Preventive measures
Effective time management procedures
such as weekly timetable planning and
incremental development will ensure that
deadlines are met.
A repository of research topics and
keywords will ensure that all relevant
topics are investigated in sufficient
depth.
Agile methodology to produce an early
working prototype ensuring minimum
disruption to delivery schedule.

Table 2: Table illustrating the projectʼs management risks and associated preventive measures.
*The level of probability and threat is identified using a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 representing the lowest and 5
the highest.

4.2.3: Technical Risks

Risk factor

Android Studio data
corruption or loss

Dissertation data
corruption or loss
Hardware
malfunction

Internet Service
Provider failure

Design or
architecture is
infeasible

Probability*

2

1

2

1

2

Threat*

4

4

3

1

4

Risk
(Probability ×
Threat)

Preventive measures

8

Create backup save of code at each step
in the development process. This will
facilitate use of previous versions to
pinpoint any errors with frequent software
testing.

4

Daily backup of work on external storage
to ensure minimal risk of corruption/loss.

6

Installation of latest stable OS updates,
with access to alternative systems as a
failsafe.

1

Readily-available alternative sources of
internet access will ensure isolated loss of
service poses minimal risk to the overall
project.

8

Extensively researched compatibility
analysis, and incremental design and
implementation process will ensure
maximum flexibility to meet UI or
architecture redesign requirements.
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Risk factor

Software lacks
stability

Probability*

Threat*

2

3

Risk
(Probability ×
Threat)

6

Preventive measures
Frequent testing of software to ensure
identification and eradication of
components that crash the system.

Table 3: Table illustrating the projectʼs technical risks and their associated preventive measures.
*The level of probability and threat is identified by using a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 representing the lowest and
5 the highest.

4.3: Ethical Considerations
This project meets the definition for research in Category Z as determined by Ulster
Universityʼs Ethics Committee and therefore does not meet the requirement for a full
Ethical review. All risks and ethical procedural implications have been considered. The
project will be conducted at all times in compliance with the research description/protocol
and in accordance with the Universityʼs requirements on recording and reporting. No
invasive research will be conducted throughout the projectʼs duration. The project will not
collect or use personal data. Any data used will be simulated solely for software testing
purposes. Furthermore, the projectʼs study group participants do not constitute a
vulnerable demographic.
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5: Design
The design phase of the software development lifecycle is fundamentally important to the
achievement of an optimal end-user experience. It was necessary to attain a thorough
understanding of the usersʼ requirements in order to define the various elements of the
final software system to be implemented and to determine how the application will look
and function. The design process for the development of the RefWatch: Soccer Edition
smartwatch application incorporated three core aspects:
1) Architectural design.
2) Database design.
3) Graphical User Interface (GUI) design.
The following chapter discusses the necessary integration of User Experience Design
(UXD) concepts in conjunction with a keen understanding of the identified user
requirements (see 3: Requirements Analysis) when developing the system architecture, an
appropriate database and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for implementation in the
applicationʼs prototype. A number of key design considerations, including discussions of
the smartwatch form factor and the relationship between the applicationʼs interface and its
external environment, are presented. In addition, a brief insight is provided to the
architecture of the applicationʼs chosen platform, namely Android Wear and the related
Android operating system, while the design of the applicationʼs architectural layout and a
suitable database for data storage, categorization and retrieval are also recounted.

5.1: Software Development Methodology
A Scrum approach to the Agile software development methodology was utilised throughout
this project, from its inception during analysis and requirements verification through to the
design, implementation, testing and deployment phases. While specification-based
software development methodologies such as a Waterfall approach typically identify the
requirements before designing, building and testing a system, Somerville argues that they
“are not geared to rapid software development.” Conversely, Agile is a responsive and
flexible methodology which enables developers to react to changing requirements or
problems as they are discovered. Furthermore, Agile encourages the rapid fulfillment of
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software projects through the development of a series of versions. This incremental
delivery allows each version to be evaluated in collaboration with stakeholders and then
refined as requirements change or evolve (Somerville, 2011). The Agile approach to
development is illustrated diagrammatically by Figure 4.

Figure 4: Illustration of the Agile Methodology (StrategyBeach, 2013).

The Scrum management process, which is a version of Agile, aligned closely with the
planned structure of the overall project including its initialisation in the Analysis and Design
phase. The aforementioned initial phase was followed by a series of incremental ʻsprintʼ
cycles of 2-4 weeks in duration which facilitated rapid development of the applicationʼs
core functionality and, finally, concluded with a project closure phase which in this instance
represented a written dissertation. An illustration of the Scrum approach to management is
displayed in Figure 5 (Schwaber, 2004; Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). Since the Scrum
approach typically utilises daily or weekly collaborative meetings between a software
projectʼs team of developers, where priorities can be assigned to a product backlog
containing the projectʼs development requirements, the chosen methodology required
some alteration to accommodate the presence of a single developer and project manager
in this instance. Nevertheless, the ʻsprintsʼ approach ensured timely fulfillment of the
applicationʼs objectives by utilising a rapid development and review process.

Figure 5: Diagram illustrating the Scrum management process (Somerville, 2011).
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5.2: Development Platform
The application was developed using Googleʼs Android Studio platform, the official
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Android Wear application development,
based on the IntelliJ IDEA (Developer.android.com, 2016 c). The Android Studio IDE offers
a number of resources and tools which were utilised throughout the development of the
RefWatch: Soccer Edition smartwatch application, including:
• A code editor where the programmer can write and edit text-based files using the Java
and XML programming languages. The code editor expedites the process of writing
source code by detecting and highlighting programming errors in real-time and,
furthermore, by providing suggestions for code completion to reduce the amount of
typing required by the programmer.
• Testing tools and frameworks such as an emulator which enables the developer to
preview their applicationʼs layout and functionality in real-time by configuring an Android
Virtual Device (AVD).
• An SQLite database platform built into the library layer of the Android Studio architecture,
facilitating the applicationʼs data storage (Techotopia.com, n.d.).

5.3: Android Wear Architecture
Android Wear works through wireless communication between its wearable host device
and the handheld device, such as a smartphone, to which it is ʻpairedʼ. The handheld
device will typically run version 4.3 or higher of the Android OS as it requires Bluetooth LE,
a feature which was not supported by earlier versions. When a connection has been
established between devices, notification messages and other data can be exchanged or
synced between the wearable device and the handheld device. This data can
subsequently trigger appropriate actions on either device. The diagram in Figure 6
illustrates the architecture of a wearable device and how it is interconnected with that of its
handheld counterpart.
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Figure 6: Diagram showing the typical Android Wear architecture and its connection with a handheld Android
device (Daniel, 2015).

A number of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are provided as a facet of
Googleʼs Play services (version 5.0) which allow a developerʼs application to access the
operating systemʼs features. When a connection is established between a wearable and
handheld device, for instance, a node can be assigned to handle specific functions such
as tracking a userʼs GPS co-ordinates; the Data API class is responsible for the data being
synched between the aforementioned devices and provides a syncing mechanism at both
ends of the connection (Daniel, 2015).

5.4: Prototype Design
Following the introduction of Android Wear as a platform for wearable devices, Google has
developed a set of design guidelines called Material Design which provides a framework
for developers working across the various Android platforms. Before work on the
development of an application prototype could commence it was therefore necessary to
thoughtfully appraise Googleʼs design principles, while also re-assessing the conceptual
designs devised for the systemʼs architectural structure and user interface layouts in the
Analysis and Design phase of the project. By envisaging specific end-use cases based
upon the system requirements and user stories outlined in the preceding chapter it was
possible to crystalise how the final application would function. Earlier architectural and
user interface designs could consequently be improved upon and the software
components capable of fulfilling the functionality required by the systemʼs end users could
be identified through further research.
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To aid the design process it was necessary to categorise the applicationʼs functionality and
software component development tasks. The resulting table contains four categories ʻGraphical User Interfaceʼ, ʻCore Functionalityʼ, ʻCustomisable Optionsʼ and ʻPeripheral
Functionalityʼ - and can be viewed below (see Table 4). In several instances the systemʼs
requirements where grouped together into subsystems - the required timer functions, for
example, where grouped together under the umbrella of a ʻtimekeepingʼ subsystem - which
not only informed the research process when identifying software solutions, but also
influenced the design of a coherent system architecture and intuitive Graphical User
Interface (GUI) layouts as documented in the subsequent sub-chapters.

Graphical User
Interface

Core Functionality

Customisable Options

Peripheral
Functionality

Application logo

Timekeeping:
- Countdown timer
- Elapsed gameplay timer
- Stoppage timer

Period duration

GPS activity tracking

Application icons

Score Card

Number of periods

Audio recording

Application colour
scheme

Period Indicator

Interval duration

Screen layouts

Recording match events:
- Goals
- Penalty Kicks
- Substitutions
- Disciplinary cards

Exportable match
reports

Audible or tactile alerts

Language selection

ʻLaws of the Gameʼ
reference guide

Table 4: Table categorising the systemʼs requirements and software component development tasks.

5.5: Architectural Design
A software systemʼs architecture has been described by Fowler as the “highest-level
breakdown of a system into its parts...” (Fowler, Martin. Patterns of Enterprise Application
Architecture. Addison-Wesley, 2002.). The process of designing the software systemʼs
architecture therefore encompassed the selection of the structural elements and interfaces
by which the system is composed while ensuring that all of the fundamentally important
user requirements were satisfied. It was important, furthermore, that the architectural
design ensures that the applicationʼs reliability and processing speed match the usersʼ
expectations while remaining flexible and amenable to future developments.
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An incremental approach to the architectural design process was utilised. Such an
approach, which incorporated iterative testing, facilitated the refinement of the design to a
baseline architectural model and ensured, moreover, that all of the necessary
requirements were accounted for and a thorough understanding of how the applicationʼs
various sub-systemʼs and functions would interconnect. A visualisation of the applicationʼs
architectural design is outlined in a flow diagram (see Figure 7).
The application initiates with a ʻsplashʼ page which displays a logo and through which, with
a click of the watchʼs screen, the user gains access to the Main Menu screen. The Main
Menu presents the user with four ʻclickableʼ options though which they can access the
systemʼs main functions:
• Match: The Match menu tab grants the user access to the applicationʼs core
functionality, such as timekeeping facilities and the ability to create and store a record of
important match events.
• Reports: A potential future development, the Reports menu tab will present the user with
the ability to export saved match reports from the applicationʼs SQLite database in PDF
format.
• Options: The Options menu tab gives the user access to customisable elements of the
application, such as a choice between audio and tactile alerts, and language selection.
• Quit: By clicking the Quit menu tab the application terminates.
The development of the core user pathway initiated by selecting the Match option, which
contains the applicationʼs core functionality, was the main focus of the design and
implementation phase of the project. By clicking on the Match menu tab the application
navigates to the Period Duration Selection screen, which presents the user with the ability
to select a period duration ranging between one and forty-five minutes in length. After
selecting the period duration, the user is presented with the option of choosing between
one and four periods of play on the Number of Periods Selection screen. If the number of
periods chosen is greater than one, the option to set the duration of the interval between
periods is subsequently presented on the Period Duration screen. After customising the
match duration settings to their specifications the user is presented with the Main Match
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Screen, which forms a central hub for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) during a match.
The Main Match Screen accommodates the applicationʼs timekeeping and scorekeeping
functionality. It provides a pathway, moreover, to the selection of match events through the
adjacent Match Event Selection Screen where the user can choose from a list of options
which provide access to the various functions which update the refereeʼs running record of
important match events.

Figure 7: Flow diagram depicting the applicationʼs architectural design.
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5.6: Database Design
The RefWatch: Soccer Edition application incorporates a database in which to store,
organise and retrieve the software systemʼs data. An Entity Relationship data model was
implemented in the Android Studio IDE through the use of an SQLite library, which is
incorporated in the Android and Android Wear architectures and was used to create and
manage the relational database within the application. The design of the database is
directly related to the RefWatch applicationʼs architectural design and the intuitive path a
user takes through the applicationʼs various screens and functions. The information
received from a referee as they customise a matchʼs settings, such as the duration and
number of periods, and record events such as goals scored, for instance, are stored in the
database and can be retrieved to form the basis of exportable game reports. The database
employs a relational database methodology which includes a number of relations, or
tables, each of which represents an entity in the database.
The databaseʼs design contains five relations or tables: match, goal, penalty_kick,
substitution, and disciplinary_action. Each relation and the data to be contained within it
references a football match or a specific aspect of a match, and each entity is easily
identifiable by its assigned title. The match table, for example, stores a match ʻIDʼ which
uniquely identifies any match that has been processed by the application. Additionally,
each table in the database contains various attributes, or columns, which relate to a
characteristic of the parent entity. For instance, the match relation contains attributes
which store data relating to a matchʼs date and time of kick-off, period duration, number of
periods and, where applicable, interval duration as selected by the user in the appropriate
application screen. Additional relations are designated to store the data related to
important match events such as goals scored, penalty kicks scored or missed, player
substitutions, and any disciplinary cards allocated to the participating teams. Each of the
match event entities represented in the database - goal, penalty-kick and pk_scored,
substitution and disciplinary_action - are designated various attributes in the same manner
as the match relation, which enables the effective categorization of match data and
ensures its efficient storage and retrieval when exporting the usersʼ post-match reports.
Each table contains a primary key, an attribute/column (or combination of columns) which
uniquely identifies any tuple/row in a table. The primary key contains a unique value for
each row of data in the table; it cannot contain null values, and therefore enforces the
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databaseʼs entity integrity. An associated foreign key is utilised to establish relationships
between tables within the database (Techopedia.com, n.d.). A relationship is established,
for instance, between the match relation and various match event entities through the
inclusion of the match tableʼs primary key, match_id, as a foreign key in each of the event
entity tables. Each match event utilises a primary key comprising a unique ID related to the
specific type of event - goal_id, pk_id, subs_id or discipline_id - thereby differentiating
between the numerous occurrences of each event. Since it is possible for many instances
of an event such as a substitution to occur in a single match, however, the cardinality of
the relationship between the match table and the four event tables is one-to-many (1:N);
each occurrence of a match, represented by a unique match_ID, can be associated with a
number of occurrences of a goal_id, pk_id, subs_id or discipline_id.
Each of the databaseʼs tables are listed in Appendix Three, while their attributes and
relationships to one another are illustrated in an Entity Relationship diagram (see Figure
8).

Figure 8: ER diagram illustrating the applicationʼs database design.

5.7: GUI Design
The design of a software applicationʼs user interface (UI) is fundamentally important to the
usersʼ experience of the product. The applicationʼs UI acts as the medium for interaction
between the human user and the systemʼs hardware with the purpose of ensuring not only
the userʼs effective operation of the system, but also the hardwareʼs feedback of
information to inform and aid the userʼs decision making process (Johnson, 2014).
Guidelines for intuitive software user interface design have been promoted since the
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1970s and repeatedly revised. Any software design process must therefore take into
consideration Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) paradigms and software engineering
issues to ensure the end productʼs accuracy and usability match the usersʼ expectations.
The following sub-chapter identifies the necessary integration of User Experience Design
(UXD) concepts alongside the identified user requirements which culminated in the
development of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) prototype for the RefWatch: Soccer
Edition application. Furthermore, a discussion of key design considerations, including the
smartwatchʼs form factor and the relationship between the applicationʼs interface and its
external environment, are presented.
5.7.1: Form Factor
The form factor, which takes into account the size, configuration and physical arrangement
of the device hosting the software application, must be considered before an objectoriented design can be formulated. Devices such as tablets or smartphones have much
larger displays than a smartwatch and can therefore accommodate more information in a
single screen. A smartwatch application must therefore be designed specifically to be
effective on a small screen. The following represent some of the most important elements
of the smartwatchʼs form factor affecting the applicationʼs design:
• The decreased form factor of the smartwatch device presents a number of potential
challenges and constraints. The amount of available memory and processing power is
typically reduced in smaller devices, for example, which could have had an adverse
effect on the applicationʼs performance if overlooked.
• In order to conserve a smartwatchʼs limited battery life, earlier generations of
applications could not function in an ever-present manner when the user was no longer
interacting with the watchʼs screen. This could have proven problematic for the
development of a referee application with timekeeping functionality, as the referee must
be able to glance at their watch to determine the time which has elapsed at any given
moment throughout the duration of the football match they are officiating. With the
release of Android Wear 5.1., however, Google introduced a new ʻalways-onʼ feature
which allows the user to see their app at all times - albeit in a black-and-white themed
screen which continues to conserve their deviceʼs battery life - and thereby effectively
eliminating this concern (Droid Life, 2015).
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• Smartwatches were partially designed with a view to displaying notifications from mobile
applications hosted on the smartphone to which the watch is ʻpairedʼ or connected. In the
context of a refereeʼs role, however, receiving such notifications would be distracting and
unwelcome. By placing the smartphone in ʻAirplane Modeʼ this problem can be removed,
as notifications from other applications running on the smartphone will be blocked until
the user reverts the device to its default setting.
• Whereas a platform such as WatchOS currently runs exclusively on the Apple Watch,
Android Wear is an operating system used by a myriad of different devices with varied
specifications and capabilities. It is therefore important to take into consideration that any
function of the proposed application which requires specific hardware features, such as
GPS for activity tracking, may not work as anticipated on certain devices. Furthermore,
when designing the UI the screen resolution of a device must be taken into account
(Developer.xamarin.com, 2016). Testing on multiple devices will therefore be necessary
to validate the applicationʼs performance and to ensure its optimal accessibility and
usability.
• While wearable technology such as the smartwatch may present some design
challengers for the developer, however, they have also provided opportunities for users
to interact with their device in new and different ways. One commentator has predicted,
moreover, that “Gesture recognition, tapping patterns, health data and vibrational
communication are all some of the capabilities that will enable the future of screenless
interactions” (Fjordnet.com, 2015).

5.7.2: Human-Computer-Interaction
Developing an understanding of the systemʼs interface and the context or environment in
which it will be used was fundamental to the User Experience Design (UXD) process. The
role and responsibilities of a football referee are conducted in a fluid, fast-paced
environment and therefore any interaction between the human user and system must be
simple and easy to perform quickly yet accurately. Furthermore, football matches are
played in diverse weather and lighting conditions, so the user interfaceʼs colour scheme
and layout display must be readable in any situation and will rigorously tested.
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5.7.3: Template Design
Following the introduction of Android Wear as a platform for wearable devices, Google
developed a set of design guidelines called Material Design which provides a framework
for developers working across the various Android platforms. Taking into account Googleʼs
guidelines, the process of designing screen layouts was initiated by creating a number of
wireframe images (see Figure 9) which served as a foundation upon which the
applicationʼs final GUI design was based. By providing access to a selection of
development resources commonly utilised by Android developers within the Android
Studio development environment, including an extensive selection of widgets ranging from
buttons to progress bars, the online prototyping tool Proto.io facilitated the tools necessary
to create a number of conceptual screen layouts (Proto.io, 2016). The wireframe images
were implemented and, in many instances, improved upon during the projectʼs
implementation phase which is documented in Chapter 6: Implementation.

Figure 9: Wireframe images illustrating conceptual designs for the application.

5.7.4: Colour Scheme
The applicationʼs chosen colour scheme was chosen to satisfy Googleʼs Material Design
guidelines on colour. Taking its inspiration from “contemporary architecture, road signs,
pavement marking tape, and athletic courts”, the guidelines recommend the use of primary
and accent colours while encouraging consistency regarding application styling (Material
design guidelines, n.d.).
In line with Googleʼs recommendations the RefWatch application makes use of a white
background (colour code: #ffffff) alongside the accent colours of red (#ff0000) and black
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(#000000) for most of its text and icons, a theme which was chosen for most of the
applicationʼs screens to ensure consistency. The chosen colour scheme establishes a
vibrant and aesthetically pleasing interface with adequate contrast levels which perform
well under a variety of lighting conditions. A colour swatch illustrating the applicationʼs
primary colour scheme is shown in Figure 10; the colour codes are included in the
annotation.

Figure 10: Application colour scheme: red (#ff0000), white (#ffffff) and black (#000000).

5.7.5: Navigation
While it is possible to utilise ʻscreenlessʼ interactions by integrating gesture control - the
ability to perform actions, such as navigation from one screen to another, through wrist
movements - in the design of a smartwatch app, it was determined that in a fast-paced,
mobile environment such as a football match this would be detrimental to the applicationʼs
usability. Through the use of a simple, consistent and intuitive touchscreen design,
moreover, it was possible to fulfill user requirements such as the need for minimal
interaction with the app using simple commands which minimise distractions from the
refereesʼ immediate tasks and environment.
A number of clickable buttons and icons were incorporated in the applicationʼs layouts to
facilitate actions and navigation from one screen to another. Some of the buttons, such as
those used consistently to navigate back and forward between screens, were designed
using Adobeʼs Photoshop Elements software while for other functions clickable textviews
and listviews were selected. A selection of the tools utilised to facilitate the applicationʼs
navigation, along with descriptions of their functionality and screen locations, are listed in
Table 5.
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Icon

Name

Functionality

Position

Custom
Imageview
Back Button

Facilitates user access to the preceding screen Atop many of the
on their current pathway through the
applicationʼs
application.
screens.

Custom
Imageview
Proceed
Button

Facilitates user access to the subsequent
screen on their current pathway through the
application.

Clickable
Textview

Facilitates user access to the applicationʼs
Main menu and
main pathways on the ʻMain Menuʼ screen, and the timer atop the
to the intra-game ʻMatch Event Selectionʼ menu main ʻMatch
through the clickable timers.
Screenʼ.

Selection
Button

On the left and
Facilitates actions such as Team Selection for
right of the lowerthe purposes of accurate recording of match
centre portion of
events.
screens.

Facilitates user access to the applicationʼs
match event recording functionality - goals
Listview Menu scored, penalty kicks awarded, player
substitutions, and disciplinary action - during
the course of a match.

At the bottom of
many of the
applicationʼs
screens.

Full screen.

Table 5: Table containing information on the common methods of navigation throughout the application.

5.7.6: Layout Development
The design of the applicationʼs user interface has been largely informed by a number of
sources identified during the Analysis & Design phase of the project including Googleʼs
Material Design guidelines and existing products such as Spintsoʼs Referee Watch.
Further research has revealed a variety of useful literary and web resources which have
been drawn upon including Ben Schneidermanʼs The User Interface, a seminal text on the
subject of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Schneidermanʼs “Eight Golden Rules of
Interface Design” (see Appendix Five), which advocate “consistency” and “universal
usability” among its core principles for HCI interaction, were incorporated or adapted
where appropriate during the interface design process (Schneiderman, 1987).
"

"

"

The central aim throughout the GUI design process was to produce a user interface which
would facilitate a football refereeʼs primary match responsibilities - namely timekeeping
and recording match events such as goals scored, disciplinary actions, and player
substitutions - in a simple, intuitive, and time efficient manner. Traditionally a soccer
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referee utilises a wrist watch for time keeping in addition to a report card upon which they
can record match events through the medium of a pen or pencil. In order to create a truly
innovative application it was determined that the UI design should incorporate a facility to
display key details of the core functions - timekeeping and the recording of match events in a single screen. The user interface design of the Main Match Screen, which acts as the
applicationʼs central hub for referee activity, is the result of this innovative vision and is
depicted in Figure 11. Itʼs features include:
• A countdown timer textview. Displaying ʻSTARTʼ when the user first navigates to the
match screen, the countdown timer appears and begins to count down to zero upon a
click of the screen. The amount of time displayed by the countdown timer is determined
by the user on the Period Duration Selection screen (see Figure 12).
• A timer textview which displays the total elapsed playing time, including the time
accumulated during stoppages in play. which counts up from 00:00.
• A timer textview which displays the time accumulated during stoppages in play.
• A progress bar which traverses the screen from left-to-right and displays the countdown
timerʼs current progress towards 00:00.
• A period indicator textview which displays the current period of play and the total number
of periods to be played. Any number of periods between one and four can be selected by
the user on the Number of Periods Selection Screen.
• Textviews to indicate the current scoreline and designate the number of goals scored by
each of the participating teams, both home and away.
• Scrollable listviews for both the home and away team, which will display and organise
icons depicting important recorded match events such as yellow or red cards.

Figure 11: Main Match Screen interface design features.
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After starting the countdown timer, a subsequent click of the timer navigates the user to
the Match Event Selection Screen where they can select from a number of options
presented in a scrollable listview format. The options are as follows:
• Return to Match
• Goal
• Penalty Kick
• Substitution
• Disciplinary Action
• Abandon Match
• Quit
The Goal option, for example, allows the user to increment the number of goals scored by
either team. A depiction of the Goal optionʼs screen layout is included in an Application
User Story Board diagram (see Appendix Four). The story board illustrates a userʼs
prospective pathway through the application, and includes pseudocode which was
subsequently used as a foundation when coding the appʼs functionality in Android Studio
(see Chapter 6: Implementation). By clicking on the Return to Match option the user can
return to the Main Match Screen, giving the referee the flexibility to accumulate stoppage
time during any stoppages in play regardless of whether they have a match event to
record using one the Match Event Selection options e.g. when the referee stops play to
award a free kick which does not require any supplementary discipline.

Figure 12: Period Duration Selection interface design features.

Consistency is a theme which is evident throughout the UI design which facilitates intuitive
navigation throughout the application and promotes the expedient learning of its features
and use. Such an approach will help the user to feel in control of their experience within
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the applicationʼs environment and should ensure its widespread appeal and adoption
among the grassroots football referee community. A duplicate layout design has been
chosen for sections of the application which can be naturally grouped together due to
similarities in their function such as, for example, the Period Duration, Number of Periods
and Interval Duration selection screens. The widgets included in the aforementioned
layouts, and their functionality, are illustrated in Figure 12 while the final design following
the inclusion of custom designed image buttons is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Period Duration Selection interface final design including custom image buttons.
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6: Implementation
6.1: Introduction
The implementation phase of the software development project involved taking the user
requirements and conceptual design work from the earlier analysis and design phases,
and identifying, programming and configuring the software components capable of
producing a solution system. The following chapter documents the implementation of an
Android Wear software application with layouts and functionality derived from the
templates and subsequent prototype developed during the projectʼs preceding design
phase and intended to fulfill the core requirements outlined in Chapter 3. The work
concluded during each implementation cycle is documented herein, while the development
environment and tools utilised are highlighted and discussed. The fundamental
components of Android application development which underpin the systemʼs functionality
are outlined in addition to the presentation of an implementation overview of the systemʼs
core functionality. Finally, the challenges encountered during the implementation process
are revealed alongside the solutions which were devised and implemented in order to
overcome them.

6.2: Implementation Cycles
The projectʼs associated time constraints required that the expected scope for
implementation would be confined to the GUI and core functionality, the latter of which had
been pre-defined during the design phase (see 5.5: Prototype Design); peripheral
functionality and customisable options were to be consigned to a backlog of future
developments. It was determined, however, that the implementation of a fully-functional
stand-alone solution to the problems encountered by grassroots soccer referees and,
moreover, an application capable of fulfilling their most important responsibilities could be
still be achieved by striving to fulfill the additional implementation of exportable match
reports and customisable alerts to signal important timekeeping landmarks. The Agile
software development methodology was adopted throughout the implementation process.
The responsive nature of the Agile methodology promoted a flexible approach to
implementation, and enabled backlogged tasks to be prioritised or de-prioritised and
expectations for deliverables to be revised when appropriate. Due to the timeline for
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delivery, however, superior time management and the continual evaluation of targets
remained essential to the success of the endeavour.
Before the implementation process was initialised a plan was drawn up which divided the
components identified during prototype development and each componentʼs associated
implementation tasks into cyclical units. The implementation cycles - which are listed in
Table 6 along with information on their corresponding tasks, programming language, and
implementation environment - each lasted between one and two weeks in duration.
Thorough research was conducted throughout the implementation process in order to
attain a fundamental awareness of the components incorporated within the Android
framework and its available APIs and an understanding of how they should be
implemented in source code. A number of literary and internet sources, including video
tutorials encompassing numerous aspects of Android application development, were
utilised throughout the implementation cycles; a full list of project references is included on
page 77.

Cycle
Number

Implementation Tasks

Code

Environment

Java

Android Studio

Java

Android Studio

Splash Screen functionality
Main Menu Screen functionality including:
- Match option navigation to next screen
- Quit option terminates application
1
Main Match Screen functionality including:
- Countdown timer counting down from 45 minutes to zero
- Elapsed gameplay timer counting up continuously
- Stoppage timer counting up during stoppages in play
Period Duration Screen functionality including:
- Increment or decrement number of minutes using Seekbar
and/or ʻplusʼ and ʻminusʼ buttons
Number of Periods Selection Screen functionality including:
- Increment or decrement number of periods using Seekbar
and/or ʻplusʼ and ʻminusʼ buttons
2

Interval Duration Selection Screen functionality including:
- Increment or decrement number of minutes using Seekbar
and/or ʻplusʼ and ʻminusʼ buttons
Main Match Screen functionality including:
- Countdown timer displays number of minutes selected at
the Period Duration Selection Screen
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Cycle
Number
3

4

5

6

7

Implementation Tasks

Code

Environment

Match Event Selection Screen functionality including:
- ʻGoalʼ option increments scorecard textview
- ʻReturn to Matchʼ option navigates to Main Match Screen

Java

Android Studio

Designing custom button graphics for GUI displays

N/A

Photoshop

Match Event Selection Screen pathways including:
- Connecting all screens for each Match Event option

Java

Android Studio

Java

Android Studio

Main Match Screen functionality including:
- Countdown timer displaying appropriate duration when
progressing between periods of play and intervals
- User control of period progression by clicking the elapsed
gameplay timer
- Resetting the stoppage timer to zero at the beginning of
each new period
Adding custom buttons to layouts and adjusting layouts for
optimal performance on various devices

XML

Creating a record of match events by inserting icons and
associated data such as player numbers for each event type
in the Main Match Screenʼs listviews

Java

Android Studio

SQL

DB Browser
for SQLite

Java/SQL

Android Studio

SQLite database implementation

Options Screen layout designed to accommodate Alert
Settings through the Options menu tab

XML

Reports option added to Main Menu Screen to facilitate
exportable match reports
8

Audio or vibration alerts, as selected by the user, added to
signal countdown timer completion in each period

Java

Android Studio

Exportable match reports created by drawing data from
SQLite database
Table 6: Outline of the projectʼs implementation cycles including their
corresponding tasks, programming language and implementation environment.

6.3: Android Studio Project Development
The development of an Android Studio project involves a myriad of components including
java source code and a number of separate resources, some of which are automatically
generated upon the projectʼs initialisation.
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6.3.1: Project Initialisation
The applicationʼs implementation was initialised by creating a new project in Android
Studio. When developing an Android Wear application it is necessary to create both a
ʻMobileʼ module and a ʻWearʼ module. The ʻMobileʼ module is used to develop an
application for mobile phones and tablets, while the ʻWearʼ module is used to develop an
application for smartwatches. Both of the modules are packaged together for distribution
through Googleʼs ʻPlay Storeʼ, and subsequently downloaded by the user on to their
Android mobile phone; the ʻWearʼ application is automatically synchronised from the phone
to the userʼs smartwatch (Developer.android.com, n.d. k). When creating the Android
Studio project the minimum SDK for a ʻPhone & Tabletʼ application was set to API 18:
Android 4.3 (Jelly Bean), the earliest version of Android that can connect to Android Wear
devices. The wearable application has a minimum SDK of API 20: Android 4.4 (KitKat
Wear), allowing the app to target the broadest possible selection of wearable devices that
are currently available in the marketplace (Developer.android.com., n.d. e).
6.3.2: Java Classes
Android applications are largely written in the Java programming language. While new
APIs are continually developed and released by Google to increase the possibilities for
feature development and to enhance performance levels of Android applications and the
devices running the Android OS, a number of components remain fundamental to Android
Studio project development.
Activities
The RefWatch: Soccer Edition application contains twenty-eight java classes, each of
which extends the Activity class imported from the Android SDKʼs android.app package.
Each activity is a component which represents a screen in the application and references
a corresponding XML file containing the screenʼs intended layout design. For example, the
GoalTeamSelectionActivity java class contains the source code which controls the
applicationʼs behaviour when a user navigates to the Team Selection Screen in the Goal
match event pathway, while the goal_team_selection.xml file contains the views and
properties which comprise that particular screenʼs UI layout. The activityʼs UI layout is
defined in the source code by calling the setContentView() method and passing the
resource R.layout.goal_team_selection to the method as a parameter (see Figure 14).
One activity is designated as the ʻmainʼ activity, which will be the first screen the user
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accesses when the application is initially launched. For example, the WearMainActivity
class in the ʻWearʼ module of the RefWatch Android Studio project is assigned the ability of
main activity and category of launcher in the application ʻManifestʼ file (see Figure 15)
(Developer.android.com. (n.d. c). The corresponding XML layout for the launcher screen is
assigned by invoking the setContentView() method and passing the resource
R.layout.activity_wear_main as a parameter.

Figure 14: setContentView() and findViewById() methods.

Figure 15: Manifest file showing .MAIN and .LAUNCHER designations.

An activity can be started, stopped, resumed and destroyed during its lifecycle. Managing
the transition between the various activity states is essential to developing a functional
application and fluid user experience. When a new activity is started, it is “pushed onto the
back stack and takes user focus.” When the user is finished interacting with the current
activity, such as when they press a ʻBackʼ button to navigate to a previous activity, for
instance, it is removed from the stack and destroyed at which juncture the previous activity
would resume. The activity lifecycle and the transitions between its various states are
illustrated in Figure 16 (Developer.android.com., n.d. b).
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Figure 16: Diagram illustrating the Android activity lifecycle including transitions
between activity states (Developer.android.com., n.d. b).

An activity can receive a variety of lifecycle ʻcallbackʼ methods when there is a change in
its state such as when it is starting, pausing, resuming or being destroyed. The callback
methods, which allow work to be undertaken related to each change in activity state when
implemented, include the following:
• onCreate(): This method is called by the system when the activity is created, and any
components which are required by the activity are declared within the onCreate()
method. The activityʼs corresponding UI layout XML file is set, moreover, by calling the
setContentView() method within the onCreate() method.
• onStart(): This method is called when the activity is becoming visible to the user. It is
followed by the onResume() method if the activity comes to the foreground and the
onStop() method if it becomes hidden.
• onPause(): This method is called when the user leaves an activity and it moves into the
background, although since they may return to the screen it does not necessarily
indicate that the activity should be destroyed.
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• onResume(): When an activity resumes upon the invocation of the onResume() method
it can reacquire any necessary resources and resume any actions that were interrupted
when paused.
• onDestroy(): This method is called before the activity is destroyed (Stackoverflow.com,
2014; Developer.android.com., n.d. b).
In the instance when an activity is paused or stopped, the state of the activity along with
information about its member variables is retained in the activity object which is stored in
the systemʼs memory. Any interactions or changes in the activity are therefore kept in
memory until the activity becomes visible when it returns to the foreground. If an activity
object is vulnerable to destruction by the system when it needs to recover memory,
however, it is necessary to call the onSavedInstanceState() method which saves
information about the state of the activity (Developer.android.com., n.d. d).
Intents
Each activity is independent from the others, yet they work in conjunction with one another
to form a cohesive user experience. When the user moves from one screen to another the
corresponding activities are activated by intents, which are “asynchronous message(s)
[used to] bind individual components to each other at runtime” like “messengers that
request an action from other components”. Intents are created by instantiating Intent
objects which “define a message to activate either a specific component or a specific type
of component” (Developer.android.com., n.d. d). An activity can be started by passing an
Intent to the startActivity() method, for instance, as evidenced in Figure 17 depicting the
ʻmoveToGoalPlayerNumberScreen()ʼ method which controls user navigation from the Goal
Team Selection screen to the Goal Player Selection screen. The Intent object contains
information passed to it as a parameter which in the example snippet of source code is the
name of the GoalPlayerNumberActivity.class activity which should be activated, while the
putExtra() method is called in order to send an extra notifier designating which teamʼs
player list should be accessed when selecting the shirt number of the goalscorer. Finally,
the startActivity() method is invoked with the Intent object ʻiʼ passed as its parameter,
which will result in the system starting the designated GoalPlayerNumberActivity.class
activity (Developer.android.com., n.d. h).
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Figure 17: moveToGoalPlayerNumberScreen() method.

Bundles
While an Intent is used to describe or signal the activity to be executed, passing data
between the applicationʼs screens is facilitated by a component called a Bundle. An intent
can contain a Bundle which enables extra data, referred to as Extras, to be sent along with
the Intent object. When the user selects the period duration in the RefWatch application,
for example, the onCreate() method in the CountdownTimerActivity class contains code
implementation of the Bundle ʻbnʼ, which passes the usersʼ period duration, number of
periods, and interval duration selections from the preceding screens to the Main Match
Screen as illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Example of a Bundle contained within an Intent object.

6.3.3: Additional Resources
Within the ʻWearʼ module of the Android Studio project a number of subfolders contain
additional resources some of which are, as previously alluded to, automatically generated
when the project is created.
AndroidManifest.xml
Stored at the root of the Android Studio project, the AndroidManifest.xml file is a useful tool
which facilitates the identification and management of the various components that are
required by the system to build and run the application. All of the applicationʼs components
or activities are declared in the manifest file along with any permissions that the application
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will require, such as use of a deviceʼs hardware functionality or the ability to read and write
data to the systemʼs memory. Furthermore, the manifest file contains fundamental
information such as the package name, the applicationʼs name or label and version
number, the activity which is accessed when the application is launched by the user, and a
pathway to the applicationʼs dock icons. The manifest file is continually updated during
development to account for all of the components which are required at runtime; failure to
do so would result in a compilation error at runtime. The AndroidManifest.xml file for the
RefWatch: Soccer Edition project contains all of the aforementioned information, including
the necessary permissions for use of the smartwatchʼs vibration functionality and to read
and write data to its file directory when the user chooses the destination at which to save
exported match reports; a screenshot of the file is provided in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Android Manifest file contents.

User Interface Layouts
The applicationʼs visual presentation was defined in Android Studio using XML files. The
user interface is essentially comprised of ʻviewsʼ, which are objects derived from the
Android SDKʼs View class. A view, which controls an assigned space which has been
defined within an activityʼs window, responds to user interactions such as button clicks or
swipe gestures. The organisation of the user interface layouts, colour scheme, menus and
styling were largely implemented by utilising a selection of ready-made views known as
ʻwidgetsʼ which are provided by Android Studio. A number of views deployed in the
RefWatch applicationʼs layouts, including image buttons, progress bars, radio groups,
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textviews and listviews, provide visual and interactive elements to the screens. Each
component added to an XML layout is represented by a declared java variable in the
layout fileʼs corresponding activity. In Android Studioʼs layout ʻDesignʼ tab, widgets can be
dragged from the Palette and dropped directly on to an empty view configured to represent
the screen dimensions of one of a range of selectable virtual devices. The hierarchical
relationship between parent, child and sibling views is visible in the ʻComponent Treeʼ
while the properties of each view can be altered, moreover, in the ʻPropertiesʼ panel which
enables quick customisation of everything from view IDs to background colour. The layout
editorʼs ʻDesignʼ mode window is depicted in Figure 20. The layout editor also provides a
ʻTextʼ mode which enables view object implementation using XML code. When a custom
border was required to surround the timer textviews inhabiting many of the match event
pathway screens, for instance, the solution was written in an XML layout file entitled
countdowntimer_textview_border.xml and stored in the drawable folder (see Figure 21).

Figure 20: Android Studio layout editor in ʻDesignʼ mode.
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Figure 21: XML code which implements a custom textview border.

The layout XML files are stored in the layout folder, which in turn is a sub-folder of the res
folder. The res folder also contains the values folder, the aforementioned drawable folder
and the raw folder, which store the strings and style XML files, image files, and audio files
respectively, each of which were utilised during the applicationʼs implementation. The
drawable folder, for example, contains all of the images used within the application
including the launcher icon, splash logo, image button backgrounds and match event
icons, while the raw folder contains an mp3 audio file containing the air horn sound effect
which can be selected by the user to signal the end of a match periodʼs regulation duration
(Zapsplat.com, n.d.). To reference these resources in the applicationʼs source code the
Android SDK tools generate a unique resource ID. For instance, the image file named
goal_icon.png is referenced using the resource ID R.drawable.goal_icon
(Developer.android.com., n.d. d). Storing the resources in the res folder apart from the java
source code which governs the applicationʼs behaviour allows the layout designs to be
maintained separately, and provides the flexibility to create alternative resources and
layout designs when an application will be deployed on numerous devices with disparate
screen dimensions or orientations. Defining strings in XML, for example, allows any text
used in UI layouts to be translated to different languages. When a corresponding string
XML file for each language is saved in the values folder, the system can apply the
appropriate language strings to the UI according to userʼs chosen settings
(Developer.android.com., n.d. d).
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Gradle Scripts
Within the Gradle Scripts subfolder exist the gradle build files for both the Mobile and Wear
modules of the project. These files contain information on the projectʼs configuration such
as the minimum and target SDK version, project version name and code, and a list of
dependencies, all of which is required by the gradle build system. Before packaging and
publishing the RefWatch Android Wear application, for instance, it was necessary to
ensure that the wearApp project (':wear') dependency was declared in the build.gradle
(Module: mobile) file (Developer.android.com., n.d. k). The gradle build system converts
the Android Studio projectʼs source files into their necessary formats and packages them
as an APK file which is used to install the application on the target Android-powered
device (Stackoverflow.com, 2015).

6.4: Core Functionality
Due to the expansive nature of the development project it is the implementation of the
functionality required to fulfill key requirements such as timekeeping, selecting and
recording match events, storing time stamped event data in a database, and retrieving and
exporting match reports in the medium of a text document, which is the chief focus of the
processes recounted in the following subchapters.
6.4.1: Multiple Timers
Although the contributors to the requirements gathering focus group requested a duel
timer capable of tracking the period duration and accumulated stoppage time of a soccer
match, it was determined that the applicationʼs timer function would draw on and enhance
the design utilised by the Spintso Referee Watch which employs three timers. A video
demonstrating the watchʼs functionality was studied in order to gain an understanding of
how it could be replicated and then improved upon (YouTube, 2015 b). The timers
implemented in the solution smartwatch application, and their functionality, are as follows:
• Countdown timer: The countdown timer displays the number of minutes selected by the
user on the Period Duration Selection screen, counting down until it reaches zero. The
countdown timer is paused when the referee navigates away from the Main Match
Screen to record match events or a stoppage in play.
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• Stoppages timer: The stoppages timer displays the stoppage time accumulated when
the user is recording match events. It is paused when the user returns to the Main Match
Screen and the countdown timer resumes.
• Total elapsed duration timer: The total elapsed duration timer runs in synchronicity with
the countdown timer, counting up from zero and running continuously. It continues to run
when the user accesses the Match Event Selection Menu screen and its subsequent
pathways. It therefore displays the sum of the time which has elapsed in the countdown
timer and the time which has accumulated in the stoppage timer.
The applicationʼs timers and other Main Match Screen functionality are underpinned by the
source code stored in the CountdownTimerActivity.java class of the Android Studio project.
The period duration, number of periods and, where applicable, interval duration are
passed in to the activity via a Bundle and converted to the required timer textviewsʼ format
of minutes and seconds (mm:ss) by the getHMS() method as shown in Figure 22.
Separate timers and their functions were instantiated to represent the necessary
countdown, total elapsed duration and stoppages timers.

Figure 22: getHMS() method.

Upon appraisal it was determined that the Spintso Referee Watch design has a
shortcoming: the progression from one period of play to the interval between periods
occurrs automatically when the countdown timer reaches zero. Such a progression did not
account for the nature of a soccer game, which often requires more than the accumulated
stoppage time at the end of a half or period of play. It was decided, therefore, that the
aforementioned progression should be controlled by the user. When the countdown timer
reaches zero, the total elapsed duration timer continues to accumulate additional time until
the user clicks on its textview to signal their desire to progress to the interval or end the
game if the final period has reached its conclusion. This was accomplished by instantiating
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an additional ʻunlimited timerʼ through the AfterHalfTimer() method as shown in Figure 23.
To alert the user that the countdown timer has reached zero and create awareness that
they can prompt progression to the subsequent interval an audio or vibration alert is
activated, while the background colour of the Main Match Screen was altered
programmatically to be displayed as green during additional time and orange during the
interval between periods; the setRedBackground() method which is responsible for
controlling background colour changes is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 23: AfterHalfTimer() method.

Figure 24: setRedBackground() method.
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6.4.2: Recording Match Events
The user can record match events by accessing the Match Event Selection Menu screen
after starting the countdown timer in any given period of play. The menu was implemented
as a scrollable listview which was populated with an array of Strings containing the
following menu option names:
• Goal
• Penalty Kick
• Substitution
• Disciplinary Action
• Abandon Match
• Quit
Access to the Match Event Selection Menu is controlled by the setCListeners() method in
the CountdownTimer.java class. When the user accesses the Main Match Screen for the
first time the countdown timer textview displays the text ʻSTARTʼ which, when clicked,
starts the countdown timer and elapsed timer. An additional click of the timer textview
provides access to the Match Event Selection Menu. Controlling user access to the menu
in such a manner was accomplished by declaring a boolean variable, firstTimeClicked,
which was initialised to ʻtrueʼ and included in an ʻifʼ statement to determine if the textview
had been clicked for the first time. On the subsequent click the booleanʼs value is set to
ʻfalseʼ. The method is shown in Figure 25. A ʻswitchʼ statement was utilised in the
MatchEventSelectionActivity class to determine which activity should be started when the
user makes their selection from the list of available options as shown in Figure 26. If they
choose either the ʻAbandon Matchʼ or ʻQuitʼ options a dialog is displayed which prompts
the user to make a ʻYesʼ or ʻNoʼ choice. This feature was implemented to prevent
unnecessary abandonments or the erroneous loss of match data.
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Figure 25: setCListeners() method.

Figure 26: ʻswitchʼ statement which facilitates navigation in the Match Event Selection menu.

Each of the match event options provided in the listview grants the user access to a
different pathway of screens. Each pathway begins with a Team Selection screen which
enables the user to select the team - “HOME” or “AWAY” - to which the event corresponds.
When the user clicks a button on any of the applicationʼs screens the corresponding
activity utilises the setOnClickListener() method in conjunction with the findViewById()
method, which assigns an instance of onClickListener to an appropriate button object, for
instance, which has been declared and initialised in the java class and assigned to a
corresponding view in a layout file. For example, in the GoalTeamSelectionActivity.java
class the user can click on the “Back” button to navigate to the previous screen, or the
“HOME” or “AWAY” buttons to select a team and move to the Goal Player Number
Selection screen. The onClick() method is invoked for each button within the onCreate()
method (see Figure 27). Since one listview populated with number options is used for both
teams in the subsequent screen, moreover, it was necessary to implement a method 59

moveToGoalPlayerNumberScreen() - which accepts an indication of the chosen team as
an argument. The subsequent Goal Player Number Selection screen uses an ArrayList of
String values to populate a listview with player number options. It was decided that the
inclusion of the options ʻN/Aʼ and ʻO.G.ʼ would account for games played at the grassroots
level with no discernible player shirt numbers and the event of an own goal being scored
respectively.

Figure 27: Setting buttons to ʻclickableʼ in the onCreate() method.

When the user has progressed through the screens of their chosen match event pathway
they are redirected to the Main Match Screen and the countdown timer recommences.
Their chosen match event is also displayed in a listview designated to either the home or
away team, with an icon representing the type of event and the player number(s)
associated with the event; a list of icons and their associated events is listed in the
RefWatch: Soccer Edition User Guide (see Appendix 9: User Guide). A distinct
TeamListAdapter class was implemented to manage the actions associated with
populating the listviews containing each teamʼs match event record on the Main Match
Screen and, furthermore, formatting how the information is displayed for ease of
accessibility during a match.
Data errors were minimised in the Substitution match event feature by preventing a user
from choosing the same player number for both ʻOutgoingʼ and ʻIncomingʼ player
selections; if the user selects number two in the Outgoing Player Selection screen, for
example, then the number two option is removed from the subsequent Incoming Player
Selection screen. It was also necessary to remove a playerʼs number from the Player
Number Selection screen listviews for each associated match event when that player had
been removed from the match as the result of a substitution or due to a dismissal after
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receiving a red card. This was achieved by declaring ArrayLists in the
CountdownTimerActivity class to store players who had received yellow cards, red cards,
or had been selected as an outgoing substitute (see Figure 28).

Figure 28: Code implemented to prevent duplicate player number selection.

6.4.3: Database
The creation and implementation of an SQLite database was necessary to locally store the
match data which forms the basis of the exportable match report function. Due to the
required complexity of the database it was decided to create a database file using the
open source software ʻDB Browser for SQLiteʼ (see Figure 29), and subsequently import
the file as an asset to Android Studio. As with other aspects of the applicationʼs
implementation much of the database code which was adapted and the guidance to
implement it was sourced from stackoverflow.com and a variety of video tutorial series
hosted on youtube.com and udemy.com. The DataBaseHandler.java class creates the
database, its tables and associated data types from the matches.db file stored in the
assets folder - which is itself a sub-folder of the res folder - and contains methods,
moreover, which insert new match event data items in the databaseʼs tables for future
retrieval.
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Figure 29: Creating database file using DB Browser for SQLite software.

The copyDataBaseFromAsset() method shown in Figure 30 copies the database from the
matches.db file contained in the assets sub-folder and the openDataBase() method
subsequently opens it. The onCreate() method, which accepts an SQLiteDatabase as a
parameter, then creates the tables. The onUpgrade() method replaces older versions of
the database with available newer versions, while the newMatchItem(), newGoalItem(),
newPenaltyItem(), newSubstitutionItem() and newDisciplinaryItem() methods add new
data items for each match event type to the databaseʼs corresponding tables; Figure 31
shows the newGoalItem() method. When a user selects the ʻQuitʼ option in the Match
Event Selection Menu all saved match event data must be deleted from the relevant
matchʼs record in the database. This action is handled by the deleteMatch() method,
shown in Figure 32. When a match is abandoned, however, the match event data up until
the time of abandonment is retained in the database, an action which is handled by the
updateAbandoned() method. An instance of DataBaseHandler was declared in each
activity which processes match events to facilitate storage of the new data items in the
database, while the match report file containing all of the data items for a given match are
created by the generateReports() method which also formats the report and generates a
dialog to display it in the Reports screen accessible from the applicationʼs Main Menu
(Schoolsteps.in, 2015; Sheraz and Dichone, 2015; Stackoverflow.com, 2013;
Stackoverflow.com, 2012; Yoda Learning, 2015; YouTube, 2015 a).
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Figure 30: copyDataBaseFromAsset() method.

Figure 31: newGoalItem() method.

Figure 32: deleteMatch() method.
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6.4.4: Exportable Match Reports
The match data saved in the database can be exported to a text file once the user has
successfully completed a match or chosen to save the data from an abandoned match.
When they return to the applicationʼs Main Menu screen the user can select the Reports
menu option to access a listview containing a list of completed match data distinguishable
by the kickoff date and time. By selecting a match from the available list and clicking the
ʻExportʼ button the user can access another screen from which they can choose the folder
in their wearable deviceʼs file directory where they wish to save the text file containing their
match report. The Reports screen layout required a corresponding ExportActivity class in
Android Studio, while the DataBaseHandler class discussed in the previous ʻDatabaseʼ
sub-chapter handled the retrieval of match data from the SQLite database and subsequent
creation of the text file to contain the information. The source code and guidance used to
implement the file picker library created and managed by the ExportActivity class was
sourced from the website Github (GitHub, 2016).

6.5: Challenges Encountered
Although a number of challenges were encountered during the implementation process,
the iterative approach taken to the applicationʼs development during each implementation
cycle enabled frequent testing of deployed solutions using Android Studioʼs inbuilt
emulator. When the emulated applicationʼs behaviour did not meet expectations,
implemented source code could be refined or revised as necessary and then tested.
Testing during the implementation phase therefore largely took the form of regression
testing, which required that the functionality successfully implemented had to be checked
to ensure performance had not been adversely affected by subsequent implementations or
revisions. After the applicationʼs deployment a dedicated testing phase ensued which is
documented in the subsequent chapter.
After packaging the application and installing it on a Sony SmartWatch 3 device, a number
of challenges revealed themselves which had not been hitherto considered and which
required further research and code implementation to overcome. For instance, by default
Android Wear applications disappear into the background after a brief period of user
inactivity. In the context of a soccer referee officiating a match, however, the user requires
that the screen is always visible and ʻglanceableʼ. It was therefore necessary to add a
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ʻWake Lockʼ permission to the Manifest File to ensure that the application is alway visible
on the watchʼs screen and a subsequent line of code in each applicable activity to activate
the feature (see Figure 33) (Developer.android.com., n.d. i). Furthermore, by default any
applications residing on the watchʼs connected smartphone device can send event
notifications to the watch. For example, the phoneʼs email application will send a
notification that a new email has been delivered to the userʼs inbox. The notification
appears on the watchʼs face in the form of a card, which the user can dismiss by swiping
the card from left to right until it disappears from the screen. Receiving such notifications
would be distracting to a referee while officiating a soccer match, however, and it was
therefore necessary to find a solution which would prevent these interruptions. While a
programmatic solution could not be uncovered among the existing Android APIs, it was
possible to access the Android Wear settings on the connected phone and add
applications to a ʻBlock Notificationsʼ list which negated the threat of interruptions while
running the RefWatch: Soccer Edition application.

Figure 33: Code implemented in Activities which maintains screen visibility.

6.6: Summary
The applicationʼs implementation process was extremely challenging and time consuming.
It required strict project and time management skills, abundant research and dedication
and perseverance to overcome the challenge of creating an Android Wear application with
what was initially little more than a rudimentary understanding of development on the
Android platform. Due to time constraints, however, the scope of the implementation phase
had to be narrowed to encompass what were considered to be the most important
functional requirements while peripheral functionality was consigned to the status of ʻfuture
developmentsʼ. The expansive nature of the project and associated time constraints
required, moreover, that the discussion of the applicationʼs software component
implementation is fairly restrictive in nature. The applicationʼs source code, details of which
are included in the Appendices (see Appendix Ten), contains additional comments that
further explain the functionality of the implemented components.
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7: Testing and Evaluation
7.1: Introduction
Software testing, the process of evaluating a software system or the components of which
it is comprised, is necessary in order to establish if the systemʼs requirements have been
fulfilled (Tutorialspoint.com., 2016 a). The process of software testing, which involves the
execution of a program or application with the aim of identifying bugs in the code which
could lead to errors and sub-optimal performance levels or unfulfilled requirements, is
outlined and detailed in the ensuing chapter. The results of in-house functional testing are
detailed and examined, while the responses to a testing questionnaire distributed to a
focus group of end users are also presented and discussed.

7.2: Testing
Software testing assumes various guises and can be conducted during every phase of the
Software Development Life Cycle. In the analysis phase, for example, the verification of
the projectʼs requirements can be considered as a form of testing. Similarly, reviewing and
refining the applicationʼs design during the design phase is considered to be a form of
testing (Tutorialspoint.com, 2016 b). Throughout the development of the RefWatch: Soccer
Edition application testing has been conducted in an incremental and iterative manner in
line with the projectʼs adopted Agile software development methodology. Each
development cycle, or sprint, has involved the development and implementation of
application features and functionality followed by a review or testing process. Following the
implementation of a new section of Java code, for example, the expected functionality
could be tested immediately by using an Android Virtual Device (AVD) in the Android
Studio emulator, thereby facilitating responsive troubleshooting procedures which involved
the identification, isolation and correction of bugs and ensured rapid fulfillment of
requirements. Such an approach to testing enabled the deployment of an Alpha version of
the software in advance of a dedicated testing and application validation phase.
The testing and validation of the deployed Alpha version of RefWatch: Soccer Edition
assumed a twofold approach: in-house functionality testing, and the release of the
software to a dedicated testing focus group. The testing of the application was
predominantly conducted using a Sony SmartWatch 3 device running on the Android Wear
operating system; technical specifications of the chosen testing device are listed in
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Appendix Six. The Sony SmartWatch 3 was chosen for testing due to itʼs large square
screen form factor, which was deemed optimal for soccer referees in comparison to a
round screen form factor, in addition to a number of features such as built-in GPS which
are not currently available with other devices in the marketplace. Due to the unavailability
of a round-faced smartwatch device, however, an Android Virtual Device (AVD) was
configured in Android Studio to conduct necessary testing of the applicationʼs layouts and
functionality when using an ʻAndroid Wear Roundʼ format smartwatch.
7.2.1: In-house View and Functionality Testing
The aforementioned iterative software development model adopted for this project has
reduced the dependency of testing on the deployed Alpha version of the software. It
remained necessary, however, to determine if the implemented design and functionality
had met the projectʼs requirements. The in-house view testing process involved executing
the software and systematically loading each of the applicationʼs screens before
determining if the layouts were arranged as expected on both square and round format
devices and met all requirements. The results of view testing are listed in Appendix Seven.
The in-house functionality testing assumed the form of cataloguing each of the
applicationʼs functions and developments, and an extensive combination of possible user
commands and pathways through the system, before systematically examining if the
application functioned as required. The testing procedures involved manually executing
the software and its numerous functions by simulating a number of scenarios that could be
commonly encountered by a referee during the course of a soccer match. A test plan was
formulated which involved a number of steps:
• Determining the desired functionality that the application should perform in each test.
• Recording the testing output data.
• Comparing the desired outcome with the actual results of the test cases.
The results of the in-house testing phase are illustrated in Appendix Seven. The conducted
functionality tests did not reveal any bugs or errors. While the testing procedures have
been thorough and extensive, however, it is possible that there may be a number of paths
throughout the application, scenarios or actions which were not executed or that have
been overlooked. Ongoing maintenance of the application will therefore be essential in
order to rectify any bugs or errors which may be identified following the applicationʼs
release.
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7.2.2: Focus Group Testing
Since only six respondents from the online focus group used during the requirements
gathering phase of the project were currently in possession of a smartwatch device and,
moreover, due to time constraints associated with the projectʼs fulfillment deadline, it was
determined that the formation of an additional focus group with direct access to the Sony
SmartWatch 3 testing device would be necessary. The testing focus group was comprised
of five soccer enthusiasts with extensive experience of playing the sport at both the youth
and adult amateur level; one of the respondents had experience of officiating at the
grassroots level.
A questionnaire, which contained a number of questions and defined scenarios for the
testers to attempt, was distributed to the testing focus group. The results of the
questionnaire were used to ascertain if the systemʼs core requirements were met by the
deployed version of the RefWatch: Soccer Edition application. Each tester was supplied
with the watch and a user guide (see Appendix Nine) which contained a combination of
written and visual guidance to complete the following assigned tasks:
1. Enter the Options menu and select the vibration alert setting.
2. Select the Match option from the main menu, and proceed using the following match
duration parameters:
• Period Duration: 5 minutes
• Number of Periods: 2
• Interval Duration: 1 minute
3. Upon accessing the Main Match Screen, the users were tasked with starting the match
timers and completing the following match event registrations:
• Register a goal.
• Register a penalty kick.
• Register a substitution.
• Register a yellow card infringement to a player.
• Register a red card infringement to a coach.
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4. Upon the conclusion of the match the user was requested to exit from the match, return
to the Main Menu and export a report of their saved match data from the Reports menu
option.
5. The users were asked to rate the difficulty of completing each task on a scale ranging
from one to five, according to the following criteria:
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

• 1: Very difficult
• 2: Somewhat difficult
• 3: Neither difficult or easy
• 4: Somewhat easy
• 5: Very easy
"

"

"

"

The average user difficulty rating for each task, and a corresponding overall average user
rating for the application, can be viewed in Table 7. User feedback was overwhelmingly
positive, as evidenced by the aggregate average user rating of 4.9, and is testament to a
strict level of adherence to established User Experience and User Interface design
principles throughout the applicationʼs development.

Task No.

Task Description

Average User Rating

1

Enter Options menu and select vibration alerts setting

5

2

Enter Match and select match duration settings

5

3

Register a goal

5

4

Register a penalty kick

5

Register a player substitution

6

Register a yellow card infringement to a player

7

Register a red card infringement to a coach

5

8

Enter Reports menu and export match report

5

Aggregate Average User Rating

4.6
5
4.6

4.9

Table 7: Testing focus group average user ratings for application ʻease of useʼ tasks.

In addition to completing scenario-based functionality tests, each user was asked to
provide a rating which corresponded with their level of agreement with a number of written
statements regarding the applicationʼs design and functionality; the statements were
derived from the user stories collected during the projectʼs problem analysis and
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requirements gathering phase (see 3.3.3: User Stories). The users were also invited to
provide additional comments on each statement, and recommendations for improvement
to the deployed version of the application. Each userʼs individual questionnaire responses,
which are included in Appendix Eight, were analyzed and taken into consideration for
inclusion in the Recommendations listed in the subsequent chapter.
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8: Conclusion and Recommendations
8.1: Introduction
The following chapter provides an overall appraisal of the project and details where
objectives and requirements have been realised or left unfulfilled. The merits of the project
and its accomplishments are examined and discussed, alongside a critical evaluation of
each stage of the projectʼs research and development processes. Finally, a number of
recommendations for future feature development and enhancement are presented.

8.2: Project Overview
The project has encompassed each stage of the Software Development Life Cycle research and analysis, design, implementation, testing and evaluation - and has provided
an invaluable insight to the intricacies and challenges associated with a significant
software development undertaking. The project has been formulated around the
conceptual development of a wearable game management solution for grassroots soccer
referees in an effort to replicate the technological innovation which is evident at the highest
echelons of the sport. Following substantial background research into the role of a soccer
referee and the capabilities of wearable technology, the projectʼs overarching aim was
crystalised and the development of a smartwatch game management application which
would enable grassroots soccer referees to track time, record match events and,
furthermore, export post-match game reports with the goal of streamlining the processes
involved in an officialʼs post-match administrative duties, was presented as the solution to
the problems commonly experienced by lower-level referees (see 2.2: Problems at the
Grassroots Level). A number of objectives were defined to guide and inform the projectʼs
overall progress towards the successful fulfillment of the projectʼs aim (see 1.4: Project
Objectives and 1.3: Project Aim); a discussion of the projectʼs objectives and requirements
follows in the subsequent sub-chapter.
The average timeframe for development of a mobile application is 18 weeks (Kinvey.com,
2013). Following the analysis and preliminary conceptual design phase, which lasted
approximately 4 weeks and involved liaising with key stakeholders to determine the
applicationʼs functional requirements, evaluating the projectʼs potential risks and ethical
considerations, and producing a business case for the proposed application, the duration
for the remainder of the project can be approximated as 14 weeks. Analyzing, designing,
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implementing, testing and deploying an Android Wear app in such a restricted timeframe
represented a challenging undertaking which demanded significant effort, particularly for a
developer possessing a rudimentary knowledge in many aspects of Android application
development. The number of hours committed to the project in its entirety, while difficult to
calculate accurately, is estimated at between 800 and 1000 hours.

8.3: Results Assessment
Despite the restricted development timeframe it was determined that the release of a fully
functional version of the application, capable of fulfilling the key responsibilities of a
referee, was achievable. To ensure this goal was met, however, it was necessary to divide
the functional requirements, identified through discourse with a focus group consisting of
soccer referees and additional comparative analysis of existing products during the
projectʼs ʻanalysis and designʼ phase, into two categories: core functionality and peripheral
functionality i.e. further developments. The core functionality encompasses timekeeping,
scorekeeping, disciplinary card allocation, player substitutions and exportable game
reports comprising data accumulated from time stamped game events during the course of
an officiated match. Upon completion of the project each of the core functional
requirements has been successfully implemented in the deployed version of the
RefWatch: Soccer Edition application. A categorised list of functional requirements, both
successfully implemented and those awaiting future development, is contained in Table 8.

Functional Requirements
Successfully Implemented

Future Developments

Timekeeping

Record of player injuries

Scorekeeping

Referee activity tracking (GPS)

Disciplinary card allocation

Audio recording

Player substitution processing

ʻLaws of the Gameʼ reference guide

Time stamp registered game events

For additional suggestions of future developments
see 7.5: Recommendations

Exportable game reports

Table 8: Project functional requirements and associated implementation results.
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8.4: Objectives and Achievements
A number of project objectives (see 1.4: Project Objectives) were defined which
contributed to the achievement of the projectʼs overarching aim. In summary, the
objectives included:
• Investigating the role of a football referee and advancements in wearable technology.
• Identifying and comparing existing products and software applications available to
football referees.
• Creating a questionnaire and distribute it to a focus group of football referees operating
at the grassroots level of the sport.
• Identifying an operating system to serve as the platform upon which to design, develop
and implement the smartwatch applicationʼs required software components.
• Developing an attractive user interface and an intuitive architecture for the application.
• Presenting a working application prototype to a focus group for testing and evaluation
purposes.
All of the aforementioned objectives have been successfully fulfilled. A number of software
development objectives, which are closely aligned with the requirements of the
applicationʼs end users and which were defined as user stories (see 3.3.3: User Stories),
have been considered throughout the applicationʼs design and implementation stages. In
addition to the stated non-functional requirements (see 3.3.2: Non-functional
Requirements) - reliability, robustness, speed, ease of use, and portability - the user
requirements have been implemented and fulfilled where possible as highlighted by the
overwhelmingly positive response received in the testing questionnaire (see Appendix
Eight: Testing Focus Group Questionnaire Results). In specific cases, however, the
inherent limitations of the smartwatch form factor has undermined the satisfactory
achievement of a requirement. For example, smartwatch battery constraints will mean that
in situations where referees are required to officiate multiple matches with significant
durations in quick succession, a common occurrence at youth soccer tournaments for
instance, the deviceʼs battery life may not be sufficient. The Sony SmartWatch 3, which
was used as the applicationʼs host device for testing purposes, is prone to overheating
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after prolonged periods of use, clearly a shortcoming of the deviceʼs chosen hardware
components and overall design. As smartwatch designs are enhanced in future iterations,
however, such hardware issues should be minimised or even eradicated.

8.5: Recommendations
While the RefWatch: Soccer Edition applicationʼs core functionality requirements were
successfully implemented and the projectʼs aim fulfilled, a number of recommendations for
improvements to the current iteration of the application have been formed through critical
evaluation and in response to the feedback received from the focus group during the
projectʼs testing phase:
• Increased customisation of period/interval duration: RefWatch v.1.0 provides the
user with the ability to set a period or interval duration in their preferred number of
minutes. In future versions it would be beneficial to offer improved customisation of
period or interval duration in the format of minutes and seconds (mm:ss).
• Option for extra time and penalties: The application does not currently facilitate soccer
matches which require extra time and penalties to decide their outcome. Including such a
feature would be a beneficial inclusion which could accommodate the officiating of cup
matches which must often be decided through the addition of extra time periods and/or
penalty kicks when they finish in a draw at the end of regulation time.
• Separate screen for tracking recorded match events: The applicationʼs current
design maintains a record of match events by displaying a graphic in the appropriate
teamʼs designated listview located on the Main Match Screen. While the current design
provides users with the ability to track elapsed time, the matchʼs scoreline and recorded
events all on a single screen, the smartwatchʼs reduced form factor requires that each
function assume a relatively small portion of the deviceʼs display. By removing the
listviews and creating a separate screen on which to keep a running log of recorded
match events including the time of each event, the Main Match Screen could
accommodate a redesign which increases the size of the textviews which facilitate the
applicationʼs triple timer and scoreboard functions and thereby improve overall visibility
during gameplay.
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• Alternative navigation methodology: The applicationʼs current navigation system
relies upon clickable buttons and textviews through which to navigate from one screen to
another. An alternative method of navigation, which could reduce the number of
interactions required to record a match event, is the ʻswipe viewʼ. Swipe views provide
Android users with the ability to navigate laterally from one screen to another through
horizontal finger gestures. The applicationʼs current design requires that the user select
the appropriate team, ʻhomeʼ or ʻawayʼ, in each of the match event selection pathways.
Implementing swipe views, however, could enable RefWatch users to access the Match
Event Selection Screen, for instance, by swiping left for the ʻhomeʼ team or right for the
ʻawayʼ team, thereby removing the need for separate team selection screens entirely and
consequently reducing user interaction times which should ideally be kept to a minimum
(Developer.android.com, 2016 b).
• Accompanying mobile app: The development of an accompanying mobile application
from which the user could create an account, log in or out, and save or manage their
personal details or match settings would add another level of customisation to the
applicationʼs user experience. The mobile deviceʼs larger form factor and facilitation of
data input through an onboard keyboard could simplify the scheduling of forthcoming
matches including their dates, times and venues, while enabling the user to record
specific details of match participants including the names of the teams, players, coaching
staff and officials, and each teamʼs colours. With the implementation of peripheral
functionality such as GPS tracking, moreover, the userʼs mobile device could be utilised
as a central hub for data analysis with access to aggregated statistics from across all of
their scheduled matches including total and average cards issued per game, the
distance the referee runs in a game and a GPS map of their movements. Access to a
ʻLaws of the Gameʼ reference guide, another future development, would be more
effective from a mobile device due to its larger form factor which would enhance the
usersʼ ability to view and interact with such a text-based feature.
• Additional match screen information: The addition of the actual date and time at the
userʼs location on the Main Match Screen could be beneficial if officiating in tournaments
consisting of multiple soccer matches with strictly scheduled kick-off and conclusion
times. Another useful addition could be the minute at which match events are recorded,
although with available layout space at a premium under the current configuration this
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may require a separate screen for recording events as referenced in the aforementioned
ʻAlternative navigation methodologyʼ suggestion.
• Match report deletion: The Reports screen currently stores the details of all match
reports saved in the database in a list format from which the user can choose to export a
text version to their device. It would be beneficial to add the functionality to delete a
report from the aforementioned list when the report or saved data is no longer required.

8.6: Final Note
The smartwatch applicationʼs core functionality, as determined through discourse with the
projectʼs key stakeholders, was successfully implemented and, moreover, received
favourable feedback from the testing focus group. The deployed version of the RefWatch:
Soccer Edition application facilitates the key responsibilities of a soccer referee timekeeping, scorekeeping, and recording important game events including player
substitutions and the allocation of disciplinary cards - and reduces their post-match
administrative workload by exporting match reports consisting of saved data retrieved from
an SQLite database directly to their device. While the current iteration of the application
fulfills the projectʼs goals, a number of potential improvements and additional
developments for future versions have been identified and discussed. The current iteration
of the application will therefore serve as a foundation upon which a more comprehensive
solution to game management and administrative duties for soccer referees officiating at
the grassroots level of the sport can be formulated and developed. Furthermore, the
applicationʼs main features could conceivably be replicated and adjusted to aid officials in
other popular team sports such as rugby or hockey. The project, which has grown into an
extensive body of work, has provided invaluable opportunities for experiential learning in
the field of software development, and particularly the practices associated with the Agile
methodology and Android application development. Such experience and skill acquisition
will be informative to the development challenges which lie ahead.
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Appendix Two
Requirements Gathering Questionnaire
2.1: Focus Group Questionnaire and Response Data
Question 1: How long have you been a football referee?
See 2.2: Questionnaire Response Data Charts.
Question 2: What level of games do you officiate on a regular basis?
Please choose all that apply.
A. Youth"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
23/77%
B. High School"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
15/50%
C. College/University"
"
"
"
"
"
"
11/37%
D. Adult Recreational"
"
"
"
"
"
"
19/63%
E. Adult Amateur (e.g. Inter-County, PDL, NPSL)"
"
"
11/37%
F. Professional (e.g. MLS, NWSL, NASL, USL)""
"
"
1/3%
Question 3: What equipment do you typically use when officiating a game?
Please choose all that apply.
A. Score Card with Pen/Pencil" "
"
"
"
"
30/100%
B. Whistle" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
29/97%
C. Watch"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
29/97%
D. Dedicated Fitness Tracker (e.g. Fitbit, Garmin, Polar)"
"
10/33%
E. Smartwatch (e.g. Apple Watch, Sony SmartWatch 3)"
"
2/7%
F. Headset" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
1/3%
Question 4: What make and model of watch do you currently use for refereeing?
A. Spintso PDA "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
1/3%
B. Spintso Referee Watch (Pro, 2S, 2X)""
"
"
"
2/7%
C. Casio RFT100 (or similar Casio)"
"
"
"
"
13/37%
D. Smartwatch "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
2/7%
E. Other (Please specify)" "
"
"
"
"
"
14/47%
Question 5: Do you currently own a smartwatch?
A. Yes""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
B. No" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

6/20%
24/80%

Question 5.1: If you own a smartwatch, do you use it for refereeing?
A. Yes""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
2/33%
B. No" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
4/66%
Question 5.2: If you use your smartwatch for refereeing, which apps do you use?
• “Referee” for Tizen OS.
Question 6: If a well-designed smartwatch referee app became available, how likely
are you to use it?
A. Extremely likely" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
13/43%
B. Fairly likely"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
13/43%
C. Undecided"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
3/10%
D. Fairly unlikely" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
0"
E. Extremely unlikely"
"
"
"
"
"
"
1/3%
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Question 7: What is your preferred platform for a referee app?
A. Apple watchOS " "
"
"
"
"
"
"
12/40%
B. Android Wear" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
15/50%
C. Tizen OS " "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
1/3%
D. Pebble OS"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
2/7%
E. Other"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
0
Question 8: What features would you like to see in a smartwatch app for referees?
A. Dual timer""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
29/97%
B. Score keeping" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
24/80%
C. Yellow/Red Card allocation" "
"
"
"
"
22/73%
D. Record player substitutions" "
"
"
"
"
13/43%
E. Record player injuries" "
"
"
"
"
"
11/37%
F. Time stamp registered events" "
"
"
"
"
15/50%
G. GPS tracking" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
22/73%
H. Laws of the Game reference guide" "
"
"
"
10/33%
I. Exportable game reports""
"
"
"
"
"
19/63%
J. Other (please specify)" "
"
"
"
"
"
3/10%
Question 9: Which shape of smartwatch screen would be your preference for a
referee app?
A. Rectangular"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
24/80%
B. Round" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
6/20%
Question 10: If the smartwatch app required the use of a mobile phone, would you
be willing to carry your phone while officiating a game?
A. Yes""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
5/19%
B. No" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
25/81%
Question 11: Do you have any reservations about the use of smartwatches for
refereeing?
• “...I would not want to carry my phone while officiating.”
• “To put everything into one technology system on your wrist could take longer to use and
is risky if the battery dies or the watch breaks on the field.”
• “No, I think they are great to track fitness.”
• “Some features would seem finicky to enter on a smartwatch. Battery life is another
issue.”
• “For older users my main concern is the ability to read the screen, plus the amount of
time it would take to enter score updates or cards.”
• “I would need to be 100% sure that it would not lose my information or crash while
refereeing.”
• “Concerned about an app crashing during a game.”
• “It canʼt fail. I carry 2 watches, 2 pencils, 2 sets of cards (each with paper) in a wallet,
and 2 whistles. For nearly every game, I only use 1 of each - but, I have lost a pencil,
whistle, a watch has failed, the paper has ripped, etc. So, 2 of everything. With the smart
watch, I would still have another watch and the doubles of everything but it would be nice
to be more accurate in event times and in knowing how much I have exercised.”
• “Smartwatches are too expensive.”
• “Fitness tracking would be a bit overkill since most watches automatically do this. Keep
in mind that we canʼt be carrying phones on our person so the app needs to be able to
stand alone.”
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Question 12: Please provide any additional comments on smartwatches or features
you would like to see implemented in a smartwatch app designed for referees.
• “Should be dirt- and water-proof. Screen should be really bright to beat the sun rays. Just
one screen for the game, refs donʼt have time to slide diff screens during the game.”
• “It has to be simple and quick to use.”
• “The user experience must be trivial for each on-field action - 2 touches (perhaps 1 touch
to select the action and 1 touch to effect the action). And donʼt forget that we make
mistakes - I know itʼs hard to believe but during the 2nd half I often award the goal to the
wrong team - perhaps with a color display where the color of the team surrounds the
score would help me not make that mistake. And it would be nice if the Time Elapsed
indicator could be a tactile buzz as opposed to an audible noise.”
• “Can you have a voice recorder built in for when players and officials are talking, so if a
player is abusive it can record that.”
• “Ability to pair with other smartwatches, like the assistant refereeʼs - when they tap theirs
it vibrates on my wrist as well.”
• “It should be easy to use. For example, I shouldnʼt have to fiddle around trying to find the
scorerʼs section or something similar. I was also thinking, if possible, voice recognition so
you could just say the name of a person who got cautioned or scored and then it either
recognises and notes it, or you could manually listen to it later for your notes/match
report.”
• “It needs to be simple. Keep time and record an event by typing in the number. Yellow
and red cards should be able to designate reason (e.g. Unsporting behaviour, reckless
challenge, etc.).”
• “Ideally, you want to keep the glances to the watch the same as they are now. Playing
around with the watch to record a player number is quite impractical. But a button or
gesture of some kind that presents a full screen reference number could be handy in
recording events on the fly. Post game you flip through each reference.”
• “If a whole officiating team had the app, instead of using beeper flags assistant referees
could have a large button on the watch which would vibrate and buzz the refereeʼs
watch. You could also wirelessly connect the watches and use headsets for a costeffective communications system.”
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2.2: Questionnaire Response Data Charts
Question 1: How long have you been a football referee?

Question 2: What level of games do you officiate on a regular basis?

Question 3: What equipment do you typically use when officiating a game?
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Question 4: What make and model of watch do you currently use for refereeing?

Question 5: Do you currently own a smartwatch?

Question 5.1: If you own a smartwatch, do you use it for refereeing?
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Question 6: If a well-designed smartwatch referee app became available, how likely
are you to use it?

Question 7: What is your preferred platform for a referee app?

Question 8: What features would you like to see in a smartwatch app for referees?
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Question 9: Which shape of smartwatch screen would be your preference for a
referee app?

Question 10: If the smartwatch app required the use of a mobile phone, would you
be willing to carry your phone while officiating a game?
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Appendix Three
Database Tables
match
Name

Type

Keys

Value

match_id

integer

Primary Key

Auto-increment

period_duration

text

Not null

number_periods

integer

Not null

interval_duration

text

Default(null)

match_date_time

text

Not null

match_abandoned

boolean

Default(false)

abandoned_time

text

Default(null)
goal

Name

Type

Description

Value

goal_id

integer

Primary Key

Auto_increment

team_id

text

Not null

player_num

text

Not null

pk_goal

boolean

Default (false)

goal_time

text

Not null

match_id

integer

Foreign Key

Not null

penalty_kick
Name

Type

Description

Value

pk_id

integer

Primary Key

Auto-increment

team_id

text

Not null

player_num

text

Not null

pk_outcome

text

Not null

pk_time

text

Not null

match_id

integer

Foreign Key

Not null
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substitution
Name

Type

Description

Value

subs_id

integer

Primary Key

Auto-increment

team_id

text

Not null

out_player_num

text

Not null

in_player_num

text

Not null

subs_time

text

Not null

match_id

integer

Foreign Key

Not null

disciplinary_action
Name

Type

Description

Value

discipline_id

integer

Primary Key

Auto-increment

team_id

text

Not null

player_or_staff

text

Not null

player_num

text

Default(null)

staff_role

text

Default(null)

card_colour

text

Default(null)

infringement_type

text

Default(null)

discipline_time

text

Default(null)

match_id

integer

Foreign Key

Not null
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Appendix Four
Application User Storyboard
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Appendix Five
Schneidermanʼs “Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design”
1. Strive for consistency.
Consistent sequences of actions should be required in similar situations; identical
terminology should be used in prompts, menus, and help screens; and consistent color,
layout, capitalization, fonts, and so on should be employed throughout. Exceptions, such
as required confirmation of the delete command or no echoing of passwords, should be
comprehensible and limited in number.
2. Cater to universal usability.
Recognize the needs of diverse users and design for plasticity, facilitating transformation
of content. Novice to expert differences, age ranges, disabilities, and technological
diversity each enrich the spectrum of requirements that guides design. Adding features for
novices, such as explanations, and features for experts, such as shortcuts and faster
pacing, can enrich the interface design and improve perceived system quality.
3. Offer informative feedback.
For every user action, there should be system feedback. For frequent and minor actions,
the response can be modest, whereas for infrequent and major actions, the response
should be more substantial. Visual presentation of the objects of interest provides a
convenient environment for showing changes explicitly.
4. Design dialogs to yield closure.
Sequences of actions should be organized into groups with a beginning, middle, and end.
Informative feedback at the completion of a group of actions gives operators the
satisfaction of accomplishment, a sense of relief, a signal to drop contingency plans from
their minds, and an indicator to prepare for the next group of actions. For example, ecommerce web sites move users from selecting products to the checkout, ending with a
clear confirmation page that completes the transaction.
5. Prevent errors.
As much as possible, design the system such that users cannot make serious errors; for
example, gray out menu items that are not appropriate and do not allow alphabetic
characters in numeric entry fields. If a user makes an error, the interface should detect the
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error and offer simple, constructive, and specific instructions for recovery. For example,
users should not have to retype an entire name-address form if they enter an invalid zip
code, but rather should be guided to repair only the faulty part. Erroneous actions should
leave the system state unchanged, or the interface should give instructions about restoring
the state.
6. Permit easy reversal of actions.
As much as possible, actions should be reversible. This feature relieves anxiety, since the
user knows that errors can be undone, and encourages exploration of unfamiliar options.
The units of reversibility may be a single action, a data-entry task, or a complete group of
actions, such as entry of a name-address block.
7. Support internal locus of control.
Experienced users strongly desire the sense that they are in charge of the interface and
that the interface responds to their actions. They donʼt want surprises or changes in
familiar behavior, and they are annoyed by tedious data-entry sequences, difficulty in
obtaining necessary information, and inability to produce their desired result.
8. Reduce short-term memory load.
Humansʼ limited capacity for information processing in short-term memory (the rule of
thumb is that we can remember "seven plus or minus two chunks" of information) requires
that designers avoid interfaces in which users must remember information from one
screen and then use that information on another screen. It means that cell phones should
not require re-entry of phone numbers, web-site locations should remain visible, multiplepage displays should be consolidated, and sufficient training time should be allotted for
complex sequences of actions.
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Appendix Six
Sony SmartWatch 3 Technical Specifications (Sony Mobile, 2016)
Requirements"
"
"
• Android 4.3 and onwards "
• Android™ Wear
"
"
"
"
"
Water protected" "
"
• IP68 rated" "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Performance#
"
"
• Quad ARM A7, 1.2 Ghz" "
• 512 MB RAM, 4 GB eMMC "
"
"
"
"
"
Controls" "
"
"
• Voice, touch and gesture input"
• Microphone""
"
"
• On/off/wake up key"
"

"
"

"
"

Battery
• 420mA (up to 2 days normal use)

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Sensors
• Ambient light sensors
• Accelerometer
• Compass
• Gyro
• GPS
Connectors
• Bluetooth® 4.0
• NFC
• Micro USB
• Wi-Fi

Figure 1: The Sony SmartWatch 3.
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Appendix Seven
In-house Testing Results
7.1: Layout View Testing
Application screen

Square configuration

Round configuration

Splash screen

✔

✔

Main Menu

✔

✔

Period Duration Selection

✔

✔

Number of Periods Selection

✔

✔

Interval Duration Selection

✔

✔

Main Match Screen

✔

✔

Match Event Selection

✔

✔

Goal Team Selection

✔

✔

Goal Player Selection

✔

✔

Penalty Kick Team Selection

✔

✔

Penalty Kick Player Selection

✔

✔

Penalty Kick Outcome Selection

✔

✔

Substitution Team Selection

✔

✔

Substitution Outgoing Player Selection

✔

✔

Substitution Incoming Player Selection

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Team Selection

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Player/Staff Selection

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Player Selection

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Card Colour Selection

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Yellow Card Infringement

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Red Card Infringement

✔

✔

Disciplinary Action Staff Role Selection

✔

✔

Exportable Match Reports Menu

✔

✔

Options Menu

✔

✔

Table 1: Results of layout view testing on Square and Round devices.
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7.2: Software Component Functionality Testing
7.2.1: Main Menu Screen Testing
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Main Menu

Match menu option

Navigate to Period Duration
Selection screen

Successful

Main Menu

Reports menu option

Navigate to Exportable Reports
screen

Successful

Main Menu

Options menu option

Navigate to Options screen

Successful

Main Menu

Quit menu option

Quit the application

Successful

7.2.2: Match Duration Settings Testing
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Match Duration Selection

Back button

Navigate to Main Menu screen

Successful

Match Duration Selection

Minus button

Decrement number of minutes if
textview displays between 2 and 45

Successful

Match Duration Selection

Plus button

Increment the number of minutes if
textview displays between 1 and 44

Successful

Match Duration Selection

Progress bar

Increment/decrement the number of
minutes according to progress bar
position

Successful

Match Duration Selection

Proceed button

Navigate to Number of Periods
Selection screen

Successful

Number of Periods Selection

Back button

Navigate to Period Duration Selection
Successful
screen

Number of Periods Selection

Minus button

Decrement number of periods if
textview displays between 2 and 4

Successful

Number of Periods Selection

Plus button

Increment the number of periods if
textview displays between 1 and 3

Successful

Number of Periods Selection

Progress bar

Increment/decrement the number of
periods according to progress bar
position

Successful

Number of Periods Selection

Proceed button

Navigate to Interval Duration
Selection screen if number of periods
is greater than 1

Successful

Interval Duration Selection

Back button

Navigate to Number of Periods
Selection screen

Successful

Interval Duration Selection

Minus button

Decrement number of minutes if
textview displays between 2 and 15

Successful
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Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Interval Duration Selection

Plus button

Increment the number of minutes if
textview displays between 1 and 14

Successful

Interval Duration Selection

Progress bar

Increment/decrement the number of
minutes according to progress bar
position

Successful

Interval Duration Selection

Proceed button

Navigate to Main Match Screen

Successful

7.2.3: Main Match Screen Testing
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Main Match Screen

START textview

Start Countdown and Elapsed Time timers

Successful

Main Match Screen

Countdown timer

Navigate to Match Event Selection screen
when clicked during game and pauses until
the user returns

Successful

Main Match Screen

Stoppage timer

Running when user navigates to Match Event
Selection screen

Successful

Elapsed Time timer

Runs continuously, displaying the total elapsed
time during a game and controls progression
Successful
between periods when clicked by the user
during additional time

Main Match Screen

7.2.4: Match Event Selection Testing - Return to Match
Application Screen
Match Event Selection

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Navigates to the Main Match screen,
Return to Match option restarts the Countdown timer and pauses
the Stoppage timer

Outcome
Successful

7.2.5: Match Event Selection Testing - Goal
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Match Event Selection

Goal option

Navigates to the Goal Team Selection
screen

Successful

Goal Team Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Match Event Selection
screen

Successful

Goal Team Selection

Home and Away
buttons

Navigates to Goal Player Selection screen

Successful

Goal Team Selection

Elapsed Timer textview Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful
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Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Goal Player Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Goal Team Selection
screen

Successful

Goal Player Selection

Proceed button

Navigates to Main Match screen and stores
goal image and player number in the
designated teamʼs listview

Successful

7.2.6: Match Event Selection Testing - Penalty Kick
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Match Event Selection

Penalty Kick option

Navigates to the PK Team Selection
screen

PK Team Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Match Event Selection
screen

PK Team Selection

Home and Away buttons Navigates to PK Player Selection screen

Successful

PK Team Selection

Elapsed Timer textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful

PK Player Selection

Back button

Navigates to the PK Team Selection
screen

Successful

PK Player Selection

Proceed button

Navigates to PK Outcome Selection
screen

Successful

PK Outcome Selection

Back button

Navigates to PK Player Selection screen

Successful

PK Outcome Selection

Scored and Missed
buttons

Navigates to Main Match screen and
stores scored or missed pk image and
player number in the designated teamʼs
listview

Successful

PK Outcome Selection

Elapsed Timer textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful

Successful
Successful

7.2.7: Match Event Selection Testing - Substitution
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Match Event Selection

Substitution option

Navigates to the Substitution Team
Selection screen

Successful

Substitution Team
Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Match Event Selection
screen

Successful

Substitution Team
Selection

Home and Away buttons

Navigates to the Outgoing Player
Selection screen

Successful

Substitution Team
Selection

Elapsed Timer textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful
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Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Substitution Outgoing
Player Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Substitution Team
Selection screen

Successful

Substitution Outgoing
Player Selection

Outgoing button

Navigates to the Incoming Player
Selection screen

Successful

Substitution Incoming
Player Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Outgoing Player
Selection screen

Successful

Substitution Incoming
Player Selection

Incoming button

Navigates to Main Match screen and
stores substitution image and player
Successful
numbers in the designated teamʼs listview

7.2.8: Match Event Selection Testing - Disciplinary Action
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Match Event Selection

Disciplinary Action
option

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Team
Selection screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Team
Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Match Event Selection
screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Team
Selection

Home and Away
buttons

Navigates to the Player or Staff Selection
screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Team
Selection

Elapsed Timer
textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful

Disciplinary Action Player
Back button
or Staff Selection

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Team
Selection screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Player
Player button
or Staff Selection

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Player
Successful
Number Selection screen

Disciplinary Action Player
Staff button
or Staff Selection

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Staff
Role Selection screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Player Elapsed Timer
or Staff Selection
textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful

Disciplinary Action Player
Back button
Number Selection

Navigates to the Player or Staff Selection
screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Player
Proceed button
Number Selection

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Player
Successful
Number Selection screen

Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection

Yellow Card button

Navigates to the Yellow Card Infringement
Type Selection screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection

Red Card button

Navigates to the Red Card Infringement
Type Selection screen

Successful
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Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection

Elapsed Timer
textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful

Yellow Card Infringement
Type Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection screen

Successful

Yellow Card Infringement
Type Selection

Proceed button

Navigates to Main Match screen and
stores yellow card image and player
number in the designated teamʼs listview

Successful

Red Card Infringement
Type Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Disciplinary Action Card
Colour Selection screen

Successful

Red Card Infringement
Type Selection

Proceed button

Navigates to Main Match screen and
stores red card image and player number
in the designated teamʼs listview

Successful

Disciplinary Action Staff
Role Selection

Back button

Navigates to the Player or Staff Selection
screen

Successful

Disciplinary Action Staff
Role Selection

Coach button

Navigates to Main Match screen and
stores red card image and staff role in the
designated teamʼs listview

Successful

Disciplinary Action Staff
Role Selection

Other button

Navigates to Main Match screen and
stores red card image and staff role in the
designated teamʼs listview

Successful

Disciplinary Action Staff
Role Selection

Elapsed Timer
textview

Displays the current elapsed game time

Successful

7.2.9: Match Event Selection Testing - Abandon Match
Application Screen

Match Event Selection

Component Tested

Abandon Match option

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Navigates to the Main Menu screen
and saves match data up until the
recorded match time of
abandonment

Successful

7.2.10: Match Event Selection Testing - Quit
Application Screen
Match Event Selection

Component Tested
Quit option

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Navigates to the Main Menu screen
without saving match data

Successful
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7.2.11: Options Screen Testing
Application Screen

Component Tested

Options screen

Radio buttons

Options screen

Back button

Options screen

Confirm button

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Selects Audible or Vibration alerts when
Countdown timer reaches zero

Successful

Navigates to the Main Menu screen without
saving changes to alert settings

Successful

Navigates to the Main Menu screen and
saves changes to alert settings

Successful

7.2.12: Reports Screen Testing
Application Screen

Component Tested

Expected Functionality

Outcome

Reports screen

Export button

Selected match data will be exported to the
userʼs mobile device in document format

Successful

Reports screen

Back button

Navigates to the Main Menu screen

Successful
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Appendix Eight
Testing Focus Group Questionnaire Results
8.1: User One
User Rating
Questionnaire Statement

Additional Comments
1

2

3

4

5

Navigation throughout the system is consistent
and uses simple, easy-to-learn commands.

✔

N/A

I can use the system while officiating a game
without fear of system failure or data loss.

✔

N/A

The system provides a stand-alone solution to a
refereeʼs core responsibilities.

✔

N/A

The Graphical User Interface is easily readable.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design will minimize data input
errors.

✔

N/A

The system provides adequate notification of
elapsed regulation time at the end of each period.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs game data storage facilities
adequately fulfill match report requirements.

✔

N/A

The elapsed time of the match is always visible at
a glance.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design allows the user to record
match events in a time efficient manner.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design minimizes the need for user
interaction during a match.

✔

N/A

Comments or Recommendations

Use full infringement title rather than abbreviations for
disciplinary actions.
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8.2: User Two
User Rating
Questionnaire Statement

Additional Comments
1

2

3

4

Navigation throughout the system is consistent
and uses simple, easy-to-learn commands.
I can use the system while officiating a game
without fear of system failure or data loss.

5
a few tries the appʼs
✔ After
navigation was very easy.
While no errors occurred during
testing, the deviceʼs battery life
might be a shortcoming.

✔

The system provides a stand-alone solution to a
refereeʼs core responsibilities.

✔ N/A

The Graphical User Interface is easily readable.

✔ N/A

The systemʼs design will minimize data input
errors.

✔ buttons to cancel or confirm

The system provides adequate notification of
elapsed regulation time at the end of each period.

✔ N/A

The systemʼs game data storage facilities
adequately fulfill match report requirements.

Nice use of proceed and back
selections.

Adding player and team names
would be a nice addition.

✔

The inclusion of an elapsed timer

The elapsed time of the match is always visible at
a glance.

✔ in match event selection screens

The systemʼs design allows the user to record
match events in a time efficient manner.

✔ equal to the traditional ʻpen and

The systemʼs design minimizes the need for user
interaction during a match.

Comments or Recommendations

is an excellent feature.
Duration of interactions is roughly
paperʼ method.

✔

Timers are always visible so
interaction is restricted to
stoppages in play or recording
events.

Prompt the user to issue a red card when a player has
two yellow cards - currently the 2CT (second caution)
option is selected in the red card section to register a
second yellow card, which doesnʼt record the
infringement type for the second yellow card.
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8.3: User Three
User Rating
Questionnaire Statement

Additional Comments
1

2

3

4

Navigation throughout the system is consistent
and uses simple, easy-to-learn commands.

I can use the system while officiating a game
without fear of system failure or data loss.

5
it is easy to learn, the User
✔ While
Guide was also helpful.
I would feel comfortable using the
app, but there is a chance of
hardware failure with any
technology so a standard watch as
a backup would be sensible.

✔

The system provides a stand-alone solution to a
refereeʼs core responsibilities.

✔

N/A

The Graphical User Interface is easily readable.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design will minimize data input
errors.

✔

N/A

The system provides adequate notification of
elapsed regulation time at the end of each period.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs game data storage facilities
adequately fulfill match report requirements.

✔

N/A

The elapsed time of the match is always visible at
a glance.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design allows the user to record
match events in a time efficient manner.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design minimizes the need for user
interaction during a match.

✔

N/A

Comments or Recommendations

When a PK is missed but a goal scored from follow-up,
the user has to re-enter the event selection menu to
register the goal separately. Is there a way to streamline
this process?
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8.4: User Four
User Rating
Questionnaire Statement

Additional Comments
1

2

3

4

5
I really liked the use of red and
green backgrounds for the
outgoing and incoming player
substitutions, as it subliminally
helps the user to avoid mixing up
the order of player numbers.

Navigation throughout the system is consistent
and uses simple, easy-to-learn commands.

✔

I can use the system while officiating a game
without fear of system failure or data loss.

✔

N/A

The system provides a stand-alone solution to a
refereeʼs core responsibilities.

✔

N/A

The Graphical User Interface is easily readable.

Nice bright colour scheme, but the
timers and scoreboard could be
bigger with the record of match
events stored on a separate
screen.

✔

The systemʼs design will minimize data input
errors.

✔

N/A

The system provides adequate notification of
elapsed regulation time at the end of each period.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs game data storage facilities
adequately fulfill match report requirements.

✔

N/A

The elapsed time of the match is always visible at
a glance.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design allows the user to record
match events in a time efficient manner.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design minimizes the need for user
interaction during a match.

✔

N/A

Comments or Recommendations

N/A
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8.5: User Five
User Rating
Questionnaire Statement

Additional Comments
1

2

3

4

5

Navigation throughout the system is consistent
and uses simple, easy-to-learn commands.

✔

N/A

I can use the system while officiating a game
without fear of system failure or data loss.

✔

N/A

The system provides a stand-alone solution to a
refereeʼs core responsibilities.

✔

N/A

The Graphical User Interface is easily readable.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design will minimize data input
errors.

✔

N/A

The system provides adequate notification of
elapsed regulation time at the end of each period.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs game data storage facilities
adequately fulfill match report requirements.

✔

N/A

The elapsed time of the match is always visible at
a glance.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design allows the user to record
match events in a time efficient manner.

✔

N/A

The systemʼs design minimizes the need for user
interaction during a match.

✔

N/A

Comments or Recommendations

N/A
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Appendix Nine
RefWatch: Soccer Edition User Guide

Thank you for downloading RefWatch: Soccer Edition, the stand-alone game management
solution for soccer referees.

Step-By-Step Operational Instructions
Splash Screen
When the user clicks on the RefWatch: Soccer Edition application icon located in the dock
on their compatible Android Wear device (see Figure 1), they will be presented with a
splash screen containing the applicationʼs logo (see Figure 2). To enter the application and
navigate to the Main Menu simply click on the smartwatch screen.

"
Figure 1: RefWatch: Soccer Edition dock icon." "

Figure 2: RefWatch: Soccer Edition splash screen.

Main Menu
The Main Menu screen (see Figure 3) provides the user with a central hub from which they
can access the applicationʼs key features. The menu contains four clickable options whose
features and operations are explained in the subsequent sections of the guide:
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• Match
The Match section of the application contains all of the tools required by a soccer referee
to fulfill their main responsibilities during a game. Before beginning a game, however, it is
necessary for the user to select their preferred game duration settings.

Figure 3: Main Menu Screen.
Period Duration Selection
The Period Duration Selection screen (see Figure 4) provides the user with the option to
customise the duration of each period of play in the game. By clicking on the ʻplusʼ or
ʻminusʼ buttons, or dragging the pointer on the horizontal progress bar, the user can set
the period duration in minutes to last between 1 and 45 minutes. To confirm their selection
the user must click on the ʻProceedʼ button. By clicking on the ʻBackʼ button the user can
return to the previous screen.

Figure 4: Period Duration Selection screen.

Number of Periods Selection
The Number of Periods Selection screen (see Figure 5) provides the user with the option
to customise the number of periods of play in the game. By clicking on the ʻplusʼ or ʻminusʼ
buttons, or dragging the pointer on the horizontal progress bar, the user can select
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between 1 and 4 periods of gameplay. To confirm their selection the user must click on the
ʻProceedʼ button. By clicking on the ʻBackʼ button the user can return to the previous
screen.

Figure 5: Number of Periods Selection screen.

Interval Duration Selection
If the user selects more than one period of gameplay, the Interval Duration Selection
screen (see Figure 6) provides them with the additional option to customise the duration of
each interval between periods of play in the game. By clicking on the ʻplusʼ or ʻminusʼ
buttons, or dragging the pointer on the horizontal progress bar, the user can set the period
duration in minutes to last between 1 and 15 minutes. To confirm their selection the user
must click on the ʻProceedʼ button. By clicking on the ʻBackʼ button the user can return to
the previous screen.

Figure 6: Half-Time/Interval Duration Selection screen.
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Main Match Screen
After customising their preferred duration settings the user will access the Main Match
Screen (see Figure 7) from where they can begin tracking the gameʼs time and record
match events which will form the basis of their post-game report. The Main Match Screen
contains a number of visual aids including:
• Match duration timers.
• Scoreboard displaying the number of goals scored by each team.
• Notepad which displays a record of match events for each team.

Figure 7: Main Match Screen.

Starting a Match
To begin the gameʼs timer function, the user must click on the ʻSTARTʼ button. The large
black countdown timer will begin to count down the periodʼs duration, as selected by the
user in the Period Duration Selection screen, until it reaches zero. The smaller black
elapsed game duration timer, which runs continuously throughout the game until the user
chooses to end the period of play, will count up from zero and displays the total elapsed
game time.
Recording Match Events
The user can record match events by accessing the Match Event Selection Menu (see
Figure 8). After starting the match, the menu can be accessed with a subsequent click of
the countdown timer.
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Figure 8: Match Event Selection Menu.

Match Event Selection Menu
The Match Event Selection Menu provides the user with a number of useful options,
including the ability to record the important match events in line FIFAʼs ʻLaws of the Gameʼ.
The menuʼs options include:
• Goal: Record any goals scored during the match. The user can select the scoring team
(ʻHomeʼ or ʻAwayʼ) (see Figure 9) and the shirt number of the goalscorer (see Figure 10);
matches containing players with no shirt number are accounted for with the ʻN/Aʼ option,
while own goals can be recorded by selecting the ʻO.G.ʼ option. A record of the goal is
stored in the form of a soccer ball icon (see Figure 11) on the Main Match Screen in the
designated teamʼs ʻmatch event cardʼ.

"

"

"

"

Figure 9: Goal Team Selection screen." "

"

Figure 10: Goal Player Number Selection Screen.

Figure 11: Goal icon.
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• Penalty Kick: Record any penalty kicks awarded during the match. The user can select
the team allocated the penalty kick (see Figure 12), the number of the player designated
to take the kick (see Figure 13), and the outcome (ʻScoredʼ or ʻMissedʼ) (see Figure 14).
A record of the penalty kick is stored in the form of one of two icons - one representing a
scored kick, another a missed kick (see Figure 15) - on the Main Match Screen in the
designated teamʼs ʻmatch event cardʼ.

"

"

"

"

Figure 12: PK Team Selection screen." "

"

Figure 13: PK Player Number Selection Screen.

"

"

"

"

"

"

Figure 14: PK Outcome Selection screen.

Figure 15: ʻScoredʼ penalty kick (left) and ʻMissedʼ penalty kick (right) icons.

• Substitution: Record any player substitutions processed during a game. The user can
select the team changing their personnel (see Figure 16), the number of the outgoing
player (see Figure 17) and the number of the incoming player (see Figure 18). A record
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of the substitution is stored in the form of an icon containing a red arrow and a green
arrows (see Figure 19) on the Main Match Screen in the designated teamʼs ʻmatch event
cardʼ.

Figure 16: Substitution Team Selection screen.

Figure 17: Substitution Outgoing Player Selection screen.

Figure 18: Substitution Incoming Player Selection screen.

Figure 19: Substitution icon.
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• Disciplinary Action: Record any yellow or red cards issued to players or staff during a
game. The user can select the team to which they wish to allocate the disciplinary card
(see Figure 20), choose between players or staff members (ʻCoachʼ or ʻOtherʼ) (see
Figures 21 and 22), and the type of infringement committed by players (see Figures 23
and 24). A record of the disciplinary action is stored in the form of an icon representing a
yellow card, red card, or yellow and red card for two yellow card offences resulting in the
issuing of a red card (see Figure 25). The icon is displayed on the Main Match Screen in
the designated teamʼs ʻmatch event cardʼ.

Figure 20: Disciplinary Action Team Selection screen.

Figure 21: Disciplinary Action Player/Staff Selection screen.

Figure 22: Disciplinary Action Staff Role Selection screen.
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Figure 23: Disciplinary Action Yellow Card Infringement Selection screen.

Figure 24: Disciplinary Action Red Card Infringement Selection screen.

Figure 25: Yellow card (left), red card as the result of two yellow cards (middle) and red card (right) icons.

The selectable infringement types are provided in an abbreviated format in the application.
A full description of each infringement type is provided in Table 1.
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Yellow Card Infringements
Abbreviation
UB

Meaning

Red Card Infringements
Abbreviation

Meaning

Unsporting behaviour

SFP

Serious foul play

Dissent by word or action

VC

Violent conduct

PI

Persistent infringement

SP

Spitting

DR

Delaying the restart

DWA

FRD

Failing to respect the
distance (10 yards)

EWP

Entering without permission

LWP

Leaving without permission

PDM

Playing in a dangerous
manner

DGH

Denying a goalscoring
opportunity via handling

DGFK

Denying a goalscoring
opportunity via a free kick
offense

AL

Abusive language

Table 1: Yellow and Red Card infringement abbreviations and associated meanings.

• Abandon Match: The user can abandon the current match while retaining all saved
match data. They will be prompted to confirm their selection (see Figure 26), with the
ʻYesʼ option navigating them to the Main Menu screen and the ʻNoʼ option returning them
to the Match Event Selection Menu.

Figure 26: Abandon Match confirmation prompt screen.

• Quit: The user can quit the current match and discard all saved match data. They will be
prompted to confirm their selection (see Figure 27), with the ʻYesʼ option navigating them
to the Main Menu screen and the ʻNoʼ option returning them to the Match Event Selection
Menu.
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Figure 27: Quit confirmation prompt screen.

Match events are stored in the Main Match Screen in icon form providing an easily
accessible running record of the matchʼs key events (see Figure 28).

Figure 28: Main Match Screen displaying a record of match events.

Progressing Between Periods
If the user selects more than one period of play, it will be necessary to signal to the system
when you are ready to progress from each period to the interval and on to the subsequent
period. When the countdown timer reaches zero, the userʼs chosen alert - audible or
vibration - will signal the end of regulation time plus time added on for stoppages in play;
the match is therefore in additional time. Additional time is also highlighted by a change in
the screenʼs background colour from white to green (see Figure 29). During the additional
time the Match Event Selection Menu can still be accessed by clicking on the large black
countdown timer. By clicking the smaller black elapsed game duration timer, however, the
user will commence to the interval. During the interval the screenʼs background colour
changes to yellow, and the Period Indicator changes to ʻIntervalʼ (see Figure 30). The
Match Event Selection menu is no longer accessible during the interval, which can be
manually ended by the user when the large black countdown timer reaches zero by
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clicking the small black elapsed game duration timer. The subsequent period of play will
then begin and the elapsed game duration timer will be reset to display the total time from
previous periods minus any additional time.

Figure 29: Main Match Screen during additional time.

Figure 30: Main Match Screen during an Interval between periods of play.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• Reports
The ʻReportsʼ menu presents the user with the ability to export a post-match report
containing saved match data to their connected Android mobile device. The ʻReportsʼ
interface (see Figure 31) displays a list of saved match data from which the user can
choose before confirming their selection by clicking the ʻExportʼ button and selecting a
storage destination in their wearable deviceʼs file directory (see Figure 32). By clicking on
the ʻBackʼ button the user can return to the main menu.
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"
Figure 31: Reports interface.""

"

"

"

Figure 32: Selecting file directory location for saved file.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• Options
The ʻOptionsʼ menu presents the user with the ability to customise the applicationʼs alert
settings (see Figure 33). The two available options are:
- Audio: The audio alert setting will play an airhorn sound to alert the user when their
chosen period duration has expired. Bluetooth headphones are required for devices with
no in-built loudspeaker.
- Vibration: The vibration alert setting will produce a tactile ʻvibrationʼ to alert the user when
their chosen period duration has expired.

Figure 33: Options interface.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• Quit
The user can quit the application by clicking the ʻQuitʼ main menu option.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix Ten
Android Studio Project
The Android Studio project files containing the applicationʼs source code is located in an
attached CD-ROM. The project files can be opened in Android Studio and compiled in
order to test the applications layouts and functionality using the emulator.
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